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Foreword

With the launch of the third edition of ISEMA: Perspectives on
Innovation, Science and Environment, we knew we had to

emulate the dedication to quality and ingenuity of its predecessors.
ISEMA began as a graduate journal founded by students in the
Innovation, Science, and Environment (ISE) stream at the School
of Public Policy and Administration. A first of its kind at the School,
the motivation and rationale behind ISEMA is to showcase the best
student work on ISE policy issues, as well as to provide students
with the unique opportunity to gain experience with the peer-review
process. Three years later, ISEMA is a well-established journal
which satisfies the curiosity of those individuals who are eager to
learn more about ISE-related topics, while serving as a significant
academic instrument for students and professionals alike.

Our goal this year was to broaden our reader base and to widen
the distribution of ISEMA within the academic community. Not only
did we circulate our journal rights to the Carleton University library
network, but we also managed to secure funding and support from
numerous interrelated faculties and disciplines at Carleton University.

None of this would be possible without the devoted team of MAPA
students and alumni that comprise ISEMA's editorial board whose
hard work, dedication and attention to detail are unparalleled.
Furthermore, the support we receive from external reviewers and
faculty are imperative to the success of the journal. Through their
continued commitment, we anticipate that ISEMA will take its place in
the personal and professional lives of the ISE community as an
invaluable resource for years to come.

The 2008 Editorial Board
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ABOUT THIS EDITION

For the first time in ISEMA history, two of the papers included were
written for a course outside the ISE stream. It is our hope that
including papers written for the Policy Analysis class ! one of the
fundamental core courses that students in the program must complete
! will demonstrate that ISE issues have an important place within the
broader public policy framework, and must not be perceived to exist
strictly within the realm of science and environmental professionals.
In addition, we hope that not only will the journal serve as an
academic resource tool for those interested in ISE topics, but that
incoming students can use this edition of the journal to get a sense of
what is required to achieve academic excellence in their first year of
the MAPA program, no matter what specialisation they choose.

Since an increasing number of Public Administration students are
entering the program with pure science backgrounds, one of the major
themes we wished to showcase throughout the journal was the
fundamental relationship between science and public policy. While
the five papers cover a range of topics, each one demonstrates the
diverse role that science plays in the decision-making process –
whether it involves chemicals management, issues surrounding arctic
sovereignty, health benefits relating to sustainable hospital practices,
climate change, or environmental regulations. In addition, this year's
selection of papers balances some of the more prominent issues
shaping contemporary Canadian policy dialogue, with comprehensive
evaluations of some of the existing tools used by government
agencies to shape and implement policy.

Of the abundance of papers written this year by graduate students
taking ISE or ISE-related courses at the School of Public Policy and
Administration, only five papers were selected for publication in the
third edition of ISEMA. These talented authors present a sample of
the above-average quality of thought and writing that the Master of
Arts in Public Administration program has to offer. We are thankful for
the tireless effort of the authors and the editorial board members who
worked hard to satisfy ISEMA's rigorous editorial process.
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The third edition of ISEMA replicates the high-quality standards
established by its predecessors and we are delightfully optimistic that
it will serve as an integral component of the Innovation, Science and
Environment community at the School of Public Policy and
Administration and beyond.

Darlene Goodwin Sara Barss
Editor-in-Chief Managing Editor
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The Intersection of Science and Public Policy:
A Case Study of Chemicals Management in
Canada

Heather Birchard

In today's complex world of record-breaking natural disasters,innovative disease and disorder treatment therapies and instant
digital information transfer, science has never had a more
influential role on the public policy agenda. Substances can be
manipulated at the atomic level to create new products and
services, and daily human activities have the capacity to alter
atmospheric weather and climate patterns; scientific inquiry and
discovery have created lasting impacts on global society. There is
no question that science and scientific discovery have a huge
influence on policy development and implementation; current
policy analysis literature purports to account for the necessity of
considering data around an issue in order to arrive at the accurate
policy problem statement and determine the best course of action.1
The value of scientific discovery is no longer limited to the
academic and industrial worlds; it has established a firm
entrenchment in the policy and government fora.

This paper will explore the relationship between science and public
policy, with an emphasis on how science informs and shapes public
policy on technical issues. It also examines the role of science in
policy discourse, and discusses how and where the scientific and
policy cycles intersect. This science-policy relationship will then be
examined in more detail through the evaluation of the Toxic
Substances Management Policy (TSMP), a policy that integrates
science into policy decisions around environmental protection from
harmful chemicals. The policy will be evaluated for its success in
achieving its primary goal, namely providing appropriate guidance for
the effective and efficient management of chemicals in Canada. The
paper will conclude by considering the implications and relevance of
the TSMP in light of the current Canadian initiatives on chemicals
management.
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THE ROLE OF SCIENCE IN POLICY DEVELOPMENT

In discussing the role of science in current public policy matters, it
is useful to examine the history of science's influence on government
decisions. In much more primitive societies science did not exist in its
own right; it was often associated with the religious or spiritual head
of a society, such as the medicine man.2 Government was either
entrusted to this figure or subject to its approval for decisions. As the
discipline of science evolved and decoupled from religion and the
scientific method was yielding new discoveries and innovations,
societal advances were increasing at a much more rapid pace.3
Where once political leaders based policy on an idea of the good,
increasingly politicians look to technical experts across a wide range
of issues - economic, military, social, scientific, etc.4 The Industrial
Revolution, a period of significant advances in both technological
capacity and economic growth, was driven by the quest for scientific
and engineering knowledge. Scientific discovery, in this example,
was almost exclusively fuelled by emerging societal needs.5 This
entrenched integration of science into societal development laid the
groundwork for science's influence on the public policy agenda.

Not only did the discoveries of the Industrial Revolution spur
economic development and growth, but they changed the way
humans interacted with the world and each other. Resource
extraction and use at previously unprecedented rates is having a
negative impact on the environment and human health, since many
industrial processes produced high amounts of pollutants and waste.
As this consequence became more and more apparent, people turned
to science to better understand industrial processes and reactions
and their effects in order to regulate or protect against environmental
and health risks. Epidemiological and toxicological studies confirmed
what the public already knew from experience. Since then, however,
the nature of environmental concerns, their effect on policy-making
and the relationship between environmental science and policy has
changed significantly.6 Issues such as climate change, ozone
depletion and biodiversity were not necessarily identified or driven by
public perception; scientists have formulated the perception of danger
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and persuaded politicians to develop policy accordingly.7 In an
increasingly complex society which is constantly seeking improved
quality of life and well-being the importance of science in policy-
making has never been more powerful.

When evaluating the role of science in policy-making, it is
important to address the boundaries of that role, and how not
respecting those boundaries can cause serious consequences.
It is possible that, in some circumstances, politicians believe that
through time scientific research will reduce uncertainty about the
context of a particular problem, and that the quality of the technical
information will ultimately tell policy makers how to craft effective and
efficient tools.8 This notion disregards two factors - scientific inquiry
raises new questions that need answers, rather than simply
answering existing questions, and that accumulation of information
may lead to contradicting certainties.9 In his book on policy analysis
and public management issues, Pal argues that defining any public
policy problem requires framing that problem in such a way that it
captures public attention and support.10 This is accomplished not only
through the input of technical expertise, but through inclusion of other
factors relevant to the context of the problem. Pal presents different
methods for defining a policy problem, as well as several
considerations and aspects of the problem definition, many of which
suggest using empirical data and unbiased assessment of the facts in
order to get to the truth.11 Policy analysis (and therefore problem
definition as a subset of that process) can be approached in several
different styles, but is largely dependent on a set of skills and
competencies related to the issue at hand, and then the incorporation
of particular values when drawing conclusions and making policy
decisions.12 These arguments suggest that scientific or technical
input is required in most applications of problem definition, as well as
the need for other socio-economic considerations.

Combining science with other factors and values changes the
nature of the information; it is no longer "pure" or unbiased. Facts are
not necessarily facts because they can be empirically proven, but
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because they are validated through a process of formal negotiation
and ranged into frameworks of shared assumptions and inferences.13
In the case of environmental problems mentioned above, technical
input is critical to framing the problem by providing knowledge and
modelling predictive outcomes based on different sets of action, but
the severity and urgency of the problem is then determined based on
the values or interests of those making decisions and the impacts of
competing problems on society as a whole. Furthermore, it is not
uncommon that scientific studies on the same topic using the same
data sets produce completely opposing results. Social processes
colour the extent to which pieces of scientific knowledge are
perceived as certain, leading to differences in the interpretation of the
same facts by scientists of different disciplinary training.14 Scientific
findings are always diverse enough that they justify a range of political
agendas.15 This is most apparent in the case of climate change;
conclusions regarding the degree of human influence on the Earth's
changing climate ranged from negligible to substantial. While there is
broader convergence on this issue today, the skeptic's argument
carried significant weight among several Canadian politicians and
industry leaders for years. When conflicting scientific conclusions are
front and centre in the policy arena there exists the danger of
politicizing science. Scientists themselves can be found guilty of that;
when scientists politicize their science, i.e., tie it to politics instead of
policy, it threatens the development of effective policy and diminishes
the value of the science itself.16 This inclination not only moves the
focus of the decision away from the problem at hand, but jeopardizes
the credibility of both the scientists generating the information and
those who criticize it in the context of a political position. Putting too
great a responsibility on science to determine policy objectives and
implementation strategies can in fact lead to an emphasis on the
differences of viewpoint and interpretation within the scientific
community.17 It is clear that although science has an important role in
the policy-making process, it should never be the sole factor or
influence.

Science, as a discipline, is viewed as largely autonomous and
independent from other influences, validated by the rigour of the
scientific method and the extensive peer-review process which is
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meant to remove bias and generate only facts. The policy process,
however, is innately different in its goals and requires the
consideration of many influences and points of view. Policy analysis,
or the development of goals, problems statements and
implementation, is defined as the "disciplined application of intellect to
public problems."18 This definition implies that intellect or knowledge
from several areas of study should be integrated into the policy
process. Factors such as impact on employment rates, economic
impact or public demand/acceptance must come into consideration
when determining policy goals and implementation strategies in order
to maximize benefit to the largest group of people. As previously
discussed science is critical for determining the cause and extent of a
problem, and can contribute to modelled outcomes of potential
courses of action. It cannot, however, prescribe the most appropriate
course of action; those types of policy implementation decisions need
to be made in the context of the economy and society that will bear
the consequences. Science therefore cannot be the only factor in
determining policy development and implementation if the goals of
policy are to be met.

SCIENCE AND POLICY CYCLES: WHERE DO THEY COINCIDE?

Since it has been established that science does need to intersect
the policy process, it is important to discuss the appropriate timing of
this intersection. happens when the scientific cycle (inquiry, research,
development and application) and policy cycle (problem definition,
implementation, review and evaluation) are not in synch? Should
policy makers be following the scientific research on a particular topic
or issue so closely that the problem definition and implementation
phases coincide with scientific problem formulation and discovery?
For protectionist or prohibitive legislation, as is the case with most
environmental and health policy, the policy cycle tends to be more
reactive than consecutive or proactive with scientific discovery.19 This
is logical, considering that basic scientific research is often conducted
without any speculation as to what the results will yield, therefore
making it difficult to tie that basic research to a particular policy arena.
The critical point for science to affect the policy cycle is therefore the
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review and evaluation phase, since these activities preclude the
reformulation of the policy problem, which is adjusted to reflect new
issues. An example that illustrates this phenomenon is the technology
and application of nanomaterials. Nanomaterials are substances that
humans are familiar with (such as metals or familiar compounds)
isolated at the atomic and/or molecular level.20 What scientists have
discovered is that the physical-chemical properties of nanomaterials,
or materials at the micro level, are very different from the physical-
chemical properties of the same substance at a macro level.
Solubility properties change, some substances become catalysts for
chemical reactions, etc. While this is indeed interesting, policy issues
arise because industry is taking advantage of the properties of
nanomaterials and introducing them commercially into products on
the market. Given that the properties of these substances are
different than the properties of their counterparts in larger aggregate
form, the health or environmental effects of these substances and
their interaction with other materials are unknown, and must be
assessed. This is necessary for policy makers to effectively manage
the use and/or release of nanomaterials in order to maintain a high
standard of protection of environment and human health. In this
example, the scientific discovery and implementation of technology is
much ahead of the policy – so far no concrete regulations exist around
nanomaterials. In order to manage this issue, governments need to
either create new legislation or policy frameworks concerning the
generation and use of nanomaterials, or amend existing ones to
recognize and capture nanomaterials in the current substance
management regime in order to empower them to gather information
and make regulations respecting the use and release of
nanomaterials. In this way, policy makers can have access to the
research and development on this issue, use that information to
conduct further study on both scientific and socio-economic
conditions around the issue, and implement appropriate policy
accordingly.

Through the course of regular policy review and evaluation,
legislative policies can be amended to reflect new and emerging
science.
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Despite all the questions and uncertainties scientific inquiry and
discovery generate, science is a key contributor to the policy process.
Careful scrutiny and application of scientific knowledge allows policy-
makers to make rational, informed decisions and effectively manage
public problems. The appropriate use of scientific knowledge and
integration of that knowledge into socio-economic contexts is the
challenge for making good policy decisions. The following section is
a detailed review of a policy rooted in science. It is evaluated on its
success at achieving its goals, and then analyzed to see if those
achievements can be attributed to the policy's effective science-policy
integration.

SCIENCE AND POLICY IN CANADA: A CASE STUDY

Sound science is critical to the formulation of sound objectives and
effective instrument design in both health and environment policy
areas. The Toxic Substances Management Policy (TSMP), a federal
Cabinet-approved policy, is a key piece of the government's approach
to environmental protection in Canada.21 It is a remarkable example
of a policy that relies on science to serve as the foundation but
incorporates socio-economic factors where appropriate. In this
manner the TSMP provides the necessary guidance and framework
for regulators and other policy specialists to manage the risks posed
by toxic substances.

Although the objective of the TSMP may be somewhat inherent in
its name, it is important to understand the factors and circumstances
leading to its development in order to understand its goals and
accurately assess its performance. In the early 1990s, The New
Directions Group, a multi-stakeholder group acting as a forum for
discussion on potentially divisive sustainability issues with
membership from industry, non-government organizations (NGOs)
and academia, took on the task of addressing the release of toxic
substance emissions.22 Following almost a year of intense debate,
the members finally agreed upon recommendations in their final
report, which included creating a national emissions inventory,
reducing emissions from all sources, and working towards the
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eventual elimination of a particular class of substances.23 It also
included the recommendation for the federal government to create an
external advisory committee to develop a framework for achieving
reductions in emissions from toxic substances; this recommendation
led to the creation of the Accelerated Reduction and Elimination of
Toxins (ARET) program lead by Environment Canada.24 This report
and its recommendations are significant because it was the first time
that several sectors came together to discuss toxics substances on a
broad scale. It laid the groundwork for the criteria of priority
substances (those which are found to be persistent, bioaccumulative
and toxic25 as defined by the Canadian Environmental Protection Act
(CEPA) ) and it set the precedent for needing a management regime
for those priority substances. These criteria remain the basis by
which the Government determines substances which are a priority for
management.

During the same time period, parliamentarians and bureaucrats
alike were preparing for the mandatory cyclical statutory review of
CEPA. Results of that review (and indeed of other processes like the
New Directions Group discussions) revealed that industry was
pushing government to establish a precedent for risk assessment, not
hazard assessment.27 In other words, industry felt that government
should only be given a mandate to manage substances where there
was a risk to environment and human health, established by
determining factors such as the potential for entry into the
environment and human exposure to a substance, rather than
managing all substances which have a profile of hazardous effects.
As well, industry did not like the concept of "zero discharge”, believing
that it would be impossible to achieve compliance with such a
standard, and that it was not consistent with the idea of managing
risk.28 There was therefore a growing need to provide clarity and
predictability to not only industry but other key stakeholders such as
NGOs, other governments and the public on how Canada would
address toxic substances. This need was ultimately addressed by the
development and publication of the TSMP. Although the
parliamentarians of the day did not like the timing of its development,
since it coincided with the CEPA review, the policy was nonetheless
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approved by Cabinet in 1995, and subsequently had a significant
influence on changes for toxic substances management in the revised
statute, the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999 (CEPA
1999).

The federal TSMP describes the preventive and precautionary
approach the government will take to deal with substances that enter
the environment and could harm it or have an effect on human
health.29 It is in essence a framework grounded in science which
provides direction to decision makers across the federal government
in how they address the management of toxic substances in Canada.
It clearly states the federal government's position with regard to the
treatment of toxic substances, provides guidance and transparency as
to how the government will manage those substances, and eloquently
articulates how the processes of risk assessment and risk
management work in concert. The science drives the issue and
establishes the fundamental problem, and is then evaluated in
combination with other factors such as economic and social
considerations in order to determine the best path forward. As shown
in Figure 1 on the next page, the TSMP sets out two management
tracks that toxic substances ultimately fall into: one has an objective
of virtual elimination from the environment for certain substances that
meet specific criteria; the other involves the life cycle management of
all other toxic substances and substances of concern to prevent or
minimize their release to the environment.30 In order for a substance
to fall under the Track 1 management pathway it must be persistent,
bioaccumulative, found to be toxic under CEPA or equivalent, and its
concentration in the environment largely results from human activity.31
If any of these criteria are not met, the substance is designated for
management under the Track 2 pathway.

The criteria listed for virtual elimination, or Track 1, rely on scientific
research and information about a substance. If a substance is
classified as toxic, it has been concluded that is has the capacity to
cause harm. Persistence reflects the length of time a substance will
remain in its current chemical form without breaking down, and
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bioaccumulation refers to the tendency of a substance to accumulate
in living tissue (as compared to the abiotic environment). These
characteristics, when exhibited by one substance, indicate the
potential for that substance to have an adverse effect on the
environment. The inclusion of human activity merely refers to the fact
that the government does not consider naturally-occurring substances
that exhibit the other three criteria to be candidates for virtual
elimination, since they will always continue to exist in the
environment.

Virtual elimination from the environment targets the release of a
substance to the environment, not the import, manufacture or use of
a substance. This is an important distinction; virtual elimination does
not mean that the substance itself must be eliminated, but it must
almost never be released to the environment, achieved through
pollution prevention strategies.32 The exception is where a Track 1
substance cannot be managed successfully in its life cycle; these
substances will be targeted for phase-out of generation and use.33
Virtual elimination from the environment represents the ultimate
management goal for Track 1 substances; there is no room for socio-
economic or other factors to influence this objective. The TSMP
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states, however, that such factors will be considered when setting
interim targets and timelines for achieving the objective of virtual
elimination.

Life cycle management or Track 2 refers to taking risk
management action (such as pollution prevention, pollution control,
remediation, etc.) depending on the degree of risk posed by the
substance as identified in a risk assessment. Contrary to Track 1, the
management objectives for Track 2 substances will be selected based
on a wide range of factors, including scientific, social, economic and
legal (in the case of international agreements) concerns. The degree
and severity of action taken depends on the risk posed by Track 2
substances, and so scientific input is still a major consideration for this
management track.

The TSMP is an excellent example of how science should not only
be considered when making policy decisions at the level of a specific
issue (i.e. toxic substances), but shows how science can effectively
contribute to developing frameworks and formulating a governmental
position on critical public policy problems. It is clear on its objectives
but allows for flexibility of other factors to influence the ultimate
objective and outcomes where appropriate, illustrating its
effectiveness in defining the role of science in making important policy
decisions.

While the TSMP is still a relevant component of toxic substance
management today, many of its ideals were built into federal
legislation through the process of CEPA review. The current CEPA
1999 includes provisions for implementing virtual elimination (albeit
with a slightly different definition34) and elaborates on the
requirements of both government and industry with respect to
managing substances targeted for virtual elimination.35 In this way the
statute complements the TSMP through placing emphasis on a class
of substances that are of the biggest concern, and strengthens the
power of the government to prescribe virtual elimination as the
ultimate management objective. The policy also plays an important
role in that it continues to provide guidance to government officials
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and stakeholders on what kinds of management strategies to
incorporate, and provides a basis against which the government is
audited and held accountable to the public for its actions respecting
toxic substances in Canada. The following section looks at the policy
decisions concerning two specific substances in more detail, in order
to evaluate the utility and applicability of the TSMP in meeting its
objectives.

Substance: Hexachlorobutadiene as a Candidate for Track 1, Virtual
Elimination from the Environment

Hexachlorobutadiene (HCBD) is generated as a by-product in the
production of certain chlorinated chemicals.36 It was at one time
imported into Canada for use as a solvent, but is no longer imported
to, or manufactured in, Canada. It can be released into the Canadian
environment during the production of other chlorinated chemicals, or
potentially from leachate from hazardous waste landfills. Long range
transport may also contribute to the presence of HCBD in the
Canadian environment. HCBD is persistent, bioaccumulative, is toxic
under CEPA 1999 and, since there are no natural sources in the
environment, meets the criteria for Track 1 management under the
TSMP.

HCBD was recommended for virtual elimination in 2006 under
CEPA 1999, based on the substance's risk profile and in accordance
with the provisions of the TSMP. It was added to the Virtual
Elimination List as a requirement of CEPA 1999, along with its Level
of Quantification (the lowest concentration that can be accurately
measured using sensitive but routine sampling and analytical
methods).37 It was also added to the Prohibition of Certain Toxic
Substances Regulations as a measure to prevent its re-introduction
into Canadian commerce. No action was taken to address sources
from landfills, since the most significant landfill point source had been
decommissioned, remediated and restored in 1998.38 Although the
virtual elimination requirements under CEPA 1999 were never
completely fulfilled by the government (due to statutory requirements
that did not make sense given the types of release sources for
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HCBD), the framework outlined in the TSMP was adhered to and
served as a guide for determining policy objectives and instruments
for this substance.

There are several other substances which have been formally
identified for the Track 1 management pathway under the TSMP in the
Canada Gazette. These include several pesticides such as DDT and
Mirex, as well as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and dioxins and
furans.39 These substances have also all been managed through
regulations respecting their uses, releases and in some cases their
prohibition from entry into Canada.

Substance: Dichloromethane as a Candidate for Track 2, Life Cycle
Management

Dichloromethane (DCM) is also commonly known as methylene
chloride, and has a wide range of uses in Canada as a solvent. It is
not produced in Canada, but is imported for activities such as paint
removal, as a blowing agent in foam production and as a component
in aerosols.40 Due to its volatility and the dispersive nature of its uses,
most of DCM used in Canada is thought to be released to the
environment.41 Spills of DCM are also thought to be a significant
source of release. There are no known natural sources of DCM.
Although DCM was found to be toxic under CEPA and is in the
environment predominantly as a result of human activity, it does not
meet the criteria for persistence nor does it have the potential to
bioaccumulate in living organisms.42 This substance is therefore a
candidate for management under Track 2 of the TSMP.

The Strategic Options Report of Stakeholder Consultations for
DCM published in 1998 provides a thorough analysis of the
management options discussed among key players in several
different industry sectors, and it includes a summary of the economic
impact of those options. Four broad categories of options were
considered (regulatory, economic, voluntary and informational tools)
and were discussed in the context of nine different industrial
applications.43 In taking into account the various economic impacts of
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those actions, as well as relying upon or building on existing
government- or industry-led management actions already in place,
the federal government implemented two tools addressing DCM in six
sectors. The voluntary code of practice applies to one sector, and the
regulatory requirement to prepare and implement a pollution
prevention plan applies to five different sectors, each with unique
environmental objectives. The Strategic Options Report references
the TSMP on many occasions, and the nature of the consultations and
the issues discussed during them reflect the TSMP's objective of
including socio-economic and other considerations when determining
policy approaches for management of Track 2 substances.

CASE STUDY ANALYSES: DOES THE TSMP WORK?

Analysis of the management actions for these two substances
reveals that government scientists, in the cases examined above, are
following the TSMP and setting management objectives consistent
with the scientific criteria laid out in the policy. TSMP is not
prescriptive concerning how government should manage chemicals; it
does not require that specific tools such as regulations be issued in
certain cases, or voluntary instruments used in others. Instead it
dictates that substances that meet Track 1 criteria must be managed
towards the objective of virtual elimination, but government is free to
determine what policy tools will best meet that objective on a
substance by substance basis. The analysis has also demonstrated
that the TSMP has provided a consistent and clear framework within
which the federal government can engage industry and other
stakeholders in order to determine appropriate policy goals and
instruments with respect to Track 2 toxic substances. The TSMP is an
effective policy because it puts a certain class of substances on a
more stringent management regime, giving them higher visibility and
rendering their ultimate objective non-negotiable. The TSMP may be
considered efficient because it is a clear and concise document, does
not lay out multiple or conflicting policy objectives and does not
require that "every last molecule"44 be sought after and managed.
This last aspect is of particular significance, because as the quantity
of a substance in the environment is reduced, so is the environmental
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risk associated with its presence. There is always a higher cost, to
both government and society, of pursuing policy actions at the
margins of any issue, and so the TSMP promotes efficiency by not
prescribing undue perseverance towards total elimination of a toxic
substance from the environment.

The TSMP has other key strengths as well. First of all, it applies to
all federal departments (as a Cabinet-approved strategy) and so any
department that engages in management of toxic substances will
apply the same consistent principles. The Canadian Council of
Ministers of Environment (CCME), the primary forum for coordination
among the federal and provincial/territorial ministries of environment,
adopted a policy for toxic substances management that mirrors the
same principles as the TSMP.45 In addition, the EU's Registration,
Evaluation Authorization and Restriction of Chemical Substances
(REACH) outlines similar principles and objectives with respect to
substances of high concern, which makes the TSMP consistent with
new international approaches to substance management.46 The
TSMP is broad enough in its scope that it is applicable to products
containing a toxic substance as well as processes which use or
release a substance. This is an important distinction since, especially
in the case of Track 1 substances, the legislation has proved to be too
narrowly focused to be relevant in all applications of substances in
Canada. These strengths, coupled with the policy's explicit reference
to applying common sense,47 indicate that the TSMP is an excellent
example of how to incorporate science into policy-making. It clearly
articulates in which circumstances science alone sets the policy
goals, and is explicit about when other factors can and should be
considered when making policy decisions.

TSMP AND THE FUTURE CHEMICALS MANAGEMENT AGENDA

Although the TSMP has served its purpose well in the past, it
should be assessed for its relevance in light of the current chemicals
management in Canada. The federal government recently announced
a new and ambitious agenda for managing toxic substances, the
Chemicals Management Plan. This plan specifies how the
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government will address substances that have been in use in Canada
for several years, and outlines the current priority substances for risk
assessment and management.48 It is a significant initiative, since the
scale and the timelines within which the government proposes to
assess and manage these substances are aggressive, compared to
the pace of assessment and management in the past. Under the
Chemicals Management Plan the substances listed as high priority for
action (from the environmental perspective49) are all thought to be
persistent, bioaccumulative and inherently toxic to aquatic
organisms.50 Substances which are ultimately concluded to have
those characteristics will follow the TSMP's management objectives.
There are several new aspects to substance management under the
Chemicals Management Plan as compared to previous substance
management, including additional opportunities to consult on
assessment and management outcomes. The TSMP will be of
particular importance during those consultations to provide clarity and
guidance throughout these processes. This policy is still relevant for
future chemical management in Canada, adding value to the process
based on its previous success.

CONCLUSION

There are many public policy issues which rely on scientific input
to both identify the problem and inform the policy strategy for its
resolution. While science input is important, it has been argued that
it should not be the exclusive influence in policy implementation. The
critical factor is finding the right balance between the influence of pure
science and that of other factors in creating effective policy.

The TSMP has found such a balance, and further acknowledges
that the balance can shift through its two-tiered approach to
substance management, and its reference to applying common
sense. Developing science policy frameworks like the TSMP, which
outline the degree and extent of the role of science in contributing to
policy objectives and outcomes, would facilitate the successful
integration of science into a wide range of policy issues.
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Is Historical Use and Occupancy History?
Exploring Canada's Claims to Sovereignty over the
Arctic Archipelago

Helen Barrette

In the October 2007 throne speech, the Canadian Governmentpledged to create an integrated Northern Strategy which would
include, among other things, a commitment to asserting its
sovereignty over the Arctic.1 To date, Canada's full claim over the
Arctic Archipelago is contested by several foreign powers including
the United States and the European Union. While this debate has
been ongoing for decades, the renewed interest in Canada's Arctic
region in recent years is largely driven by the perceived untapped
stockpiles of non-renewable energy resources in the area, in
addition to the increasingly viable prospect of using the waters of
the Northwest Passage as an international shipping strait.

While these economic prospects seem to dominate the
contemporary literature on Arctic sovereignty, the focus of this
research is to examine the extent to which Inuit use of and reliance on
renewable natural resources – such as marine mammals and fish –
plays into the sovereignty debate, particularly in terms of Canada's
recognition of their role in the preservation and sustainability of the
Inuit way of life in the North. This paper traces Canada's Arctic
sovereignty claims over the past century, and explores the rationales
under which Canada has defined its territorial rights since the early
1900's. It will examine the evolution of Canada's territorial claims
under historical use and occupancy of the land, in relation to the Inuit's
use of the land, sea and sea ice for hunting, trapping and fishing
activities. While evaluating whether Canada has a case for
sovereignty is beyond the scope of this paper, it should provide some
insight as to whether recognising the traditional and current use of the
renewable natural resources by the Arctic Inuit continues to present a
viable policy option for the federal government to add weight to its
contemporary Arctic sovereignty claims.
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The ongoing Arctic sovereignty debate is of great importance to
Canadians, as it touches on key policy issues of defence, natural
resources management, Aboriginal rights, economic development
and the environment. An estimated one-quarter of the world's
undiscovered energy resources, including oil and natural gas, are said
to be contained in the territory of the Arctic.2 The Northwest
Passage's potential as an international commercial shipping lane
holds additional economic prospects for industry and northern
residents alike.3 Once such opportunities come to be realised, they
will no doubt be accompanied by an increased traffic flow in the Arctic
waters and a heightened urbanisation of the land. From an economic
development perspective, the future looks bright, as promising job
opportunities for northern residents in the shipping, resource
exploration and resource extraction industries will likely follow.
However, if unregulated, this increased activity in the North could
pose major problems of environmental degradation, resource
depletion and a disruption of the traditional hunting, trapping and
fishing activities of the Inuit residents of the Arctic.4 Also of concern is
Canada's ability to detect and monitor aerial, terrestrial and maritime
incursions in the Arctic, of primary importance if the country expects
to be able to enforce its sovereignty claims.5 Therefore, the policy
instruments that Canada adopts to rationalize, assert and defend its
sovereignty over the land and waters of the Archipelago, and the
ability of Canada's territorial claims to stand up to international judicial
scrutiny, have extensive implications on all citizens ! especially
inhabitants of the northern lands. Before examining Canada's history
in defining and defending its sovereignty assertions, the status of our
current territorial claims deserves some attention so as to better
situate our analysis of the sovereignty debate.
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CANADA’S CLAIMS TO SOVEREIGNTY OVER THE LAND AND WATERS OF THE
ARCTIC ARCHIPELAGO

The Arctic Archipelago, which forms the world's largest high Arctic
land area, consists of 94 major islands and over 36 000 minor islands
covering a total area of 1.4 million km2.6 The Northwest Passage is
enclosed within the Archipelago, and is generally defined as the body
of water that flows between the Davis Strait and Baffin Bay in the east,
and the Bering Strait in the west.7 There is no contest over Canada's
sovereignty over the living and nonliving resources contained on the
land within the Arctic Archipelago (resources such as oil and natural
gas) and in the waterways (fish) up to 200 miles from the coastline.8
Canada's sea-bed boundaries beyond the 200 miles are currently
being determined through a mapping project, and must be submitted
to the Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf (CLCS) for
validation by 2013.9 However, the major dispute concerning the Arctic
Archipelago involves Canada's claim that the Northwest Passage
constitutes its own internal waters. This claim is challenged because
it would give Canada the right to unilaterally pass legislation
controlling the actions of any foreign vessels in these waters !
thereby controlling all international shipping activity in the area.10

As the voyage through the Northwest Passage substantially
shortens the distance from Asia to the east coast of North America
and to Europe, this would greatly reduce shipping costs.11 For this
reason, international shipping companies, including those that ship oil
and gas, as well as the countries that use their services, have an
interest in arguing that the Passage constitutes an international strait,
and would thereby not be subject to Canadian control. This challenge
has become more fervent now that it is evident that the melting ice
caps will one day render the Passage navigable. Up until a decade
ago, arguments by shipping nations that the Northwest Passage
constitutes an international shipping strait were quite weak, as
navigation of the passage was practically impossible. However,
Canada must now confront the reality of a soon-to-be navigable
Northwest Passage, which is taking prominence in the current debate
over the Country's sovereignty claims to the Archipelago. Before
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discussing Canada's attempts to assert these claims over the past
century, a brief discussion of the international legal requirements that
have been driving Canada's northern foreign policy is necessary.

CANADIAN SOVEREIGNTY OVER THE ARCTIC ARCHIPELAGO:
INTERNATIONAL LEGAL REQUIREMENTS

There are two channels through which Canada can establish
territorial sovereignty over the Arctic Archipelago, that will hold up to
the judicial scrutiny of the 1958 Territorial Sea Convention and the
1982 Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). The first would
be to draw out a set of baselines along the outer edge of the
Archipelago, which would essentially serve to map out the boundaries
of Canadian territory. According to a legal analysis of the Canadian
situation, drawing such baselines would meet these legal
requirements of international validity.12 In this case, the legal status of
the internal waters of the territory would be determined by the
baselines themselves. In 1986 Canada did draw out straight
baselines around the outer perimeter of the Arctic Archipelago,
effectively delineating the country's internal waters in the territory.13
However, it is argued that the baseline justification is not completely
solid for Canada, because of an article included in UNCLOS which the
Country signed in 1982.14 Article 8(2) of the Convention states that a
country cannot close an international strait by declaring straight
baselines.15 Therefore, this Article could come into play if it is
established that the waters enclosed in the baselines constitute an
international strait, which is precisely what the United Sates and the
European Union are claiming.16 Therefore, it is impractical for
Canada to rely exclusively on the territorial boundaries of the
baselines to assert its sovereignty claims.

The second option is for Canada to base its claims to the Arctic
waters on historic title. While this option also requires baselines to be
mapped out to define the boundaries of its territory, historic title would
allow Canada to argue that these waters have historically formed part
of their national territory, thus affording them internal waters status.17
The historic title justification would require that Canada meet the
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following three requirements so as to prove historic entitlement:
1. exclusive exercise of state jurisdiction
2. long lapse of time
3. general toleration of states18

The first two requirements essentially oblige the country to
demonstrate that it has exercised authority over the territory in the
past, and that it has continued to do so consistently over a long period
of time ! though the exact time period is not established in law, and
is subject to the discretion of the courts. The third requirement is
similarly ambiguous; analysts' interpretations of "toleration" range
from acquiescence to a simple absence of protest.19 Still, this
requirement may pose a difficult challenge to Canada at present, as
over the past century Canadian sovereignty over the region has been
challenged by more than one state.

In regards to the contention surrounding the Northwest Passage
as an international strait, it was established in a 1949 international
court case that an international strait must satisfy certain criteria
relating to geography and frequency of use for international navigation
to be upheld.20 According to a recent legal analysis, while the
geography criterion is easily met, the frequency of use of the Passage
for international navigation is unlikely to hold up to judicial scrutiny.21
Still, as the Passage becomes more navigable in the coming years, it
will likely face more international traffic that could add weight to the
"frequency of use" argument. Until this challenge is formally brought
to international courts, it is impossible to predict the outcome of such
a dispute.

An examination of the measures Canada has taken to exercise its
sovereignty claims over the past century should shed some light into
how the country has fared in defending its territorial rights, and
similarly, the extent to which the Inuit use of and reliance on
renewable resources has factored into its claims. Therefore, we must
now shift the focus to an examination of the dynamics of Canada's
activities to assert its territorial claims over the past century. We will
commence with a look at how the historic title argument can be
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applied as rationale for Canada's sovereignty claims, in relation to
traditional use and occupancy of the territory.

CANADA’S CASE FOR HISTORIC TITLE

Consolidation of Title: Traditional Use and Occupancy of the Territory

It is argued in the literature that the legal concept of "consolidation
of title" ! used in the context of historic title ! can be invoked by
Canada as a way to demonstrate the traditional use and occupancy of
the sea and sea ice by the Inuit peoples, based on the passing of
time.22 This argument is largely based upon the rulings of certain
legal cases since the early 1900's, which established "long usage" by
the public of a territory as the basis for territorial sovereignty.23 Here,
it can be argued that Canada does have a valid case for historical title.
Firstly, there is widespread historical and archaeological evidence that
the Inuit have used the northern sea and sea ice as subsistence
hunting grounds for marine mammals, dating back over 4000 years.24
Furthermore, according to the 1976 Inuit Land Use and Occupancy
Project ! the most recently completed survey of Inuit use of the sea
ice ! the use of the territory covers the majority of the Archipelago's
water areas.25

A 2007 Inuit Sea Ice Use and Occupancy Project (ISIUOP) is
currently underway, funded by the Canadian government and led by
Carleton University's Department of Sociology and Anthropology.26
This study, inspired by the 1976 project, aims to map and document
current Inuit use of the sea ice, as well as to observe and record the
changing ice and sea conditions. If the findings of this present-day
mapping project confirm the continued widespread use of the
Archipelago by the Inuit people, this data will certainly add weight to
the consolidation of title argument.

Still, evolving lifestyles of the Inuit people, brought on by climate
change and resettlement, has transformed the usage of the land, sea
and sea ice. Since 1955 the pattern of increased urbanisation in
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northern communities has dramatically altered hunting technology
and activity. The relocation and settlement of Inuit communities into
villages is not conducive to the traditional nomadic lifestyle that relies
on hunting, trapping and fishing. While snowmobiles now allow
hunters to reoccupy hunting areas that had become too distant from
villages post-relocation, wage employment opportunities in these
settlements has transformed the reliance on, and available time for,
subsistence hunting in these communities.27 In addition, warming
temperatures and decreasing ice cover in the Arctic are being
reported alongside changes in animal migration patterns, specifically
in the hunting patterns of the polar bear. 28 Travel conditions are also
becoming more uncertain due to warming temperatures, as earlier ice
breakup in the springtime reduces access to some marine mammals,
such as seals, by Inuit hunters.29 This decline in access to traditional
foods brought on by warming temperatures points to an increased
reliance on grocery stores and thus the adoption of a more typically
North American-style diet by the Inuit peoples.30

It is clear that the degree to which the Inuit continue to rely on the
renewable resources of the Arctic Archipelago and the northern
boundaries to their activity is not as evident as in 1976, and will
hopefully be clarified with the findings of the ISIUOP. However, of
most concern to this study, is that the strength of the historic title
argument based on use and occupancy of the territory could be
waning as the evolving ecosystem in the North ! and the evolving
lifestyles of the Arctic inhabitants ! point to a decreased reliance on
the land, sea and renewable resources contained within by the Inuit.
Before addressing this concern in relation to Canada's contemporary
claims to sovereignty, the extent to which the Inuit use of the natural
renewable resources of the Archipelago has played into Canada's
territorial claims over the past century must be examined.

Exercise of State Jurisdiction and Historical Occupancy

Up until the 1980's, Canada had performed several actions that
reasonably demonstrate a continued exercise of state jurisdiction over
the Arctic Archipelago. In addition, up until the past few decades the
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historical occupancy argument ! based on the Inuit use of the natural
resources contained within the land, sea and sea ice ! has
consistently formed the basis of Canada's exercise of state authority
over the territory. The first instance of this came with the
establishment of the 1926 Arctic Island Game Preserve (AIGP), which
traced out the boundaries of a "game preserve" over most of the
territory North of Hudson Bay. The purpose of this action was twofold:
(1) to advance the case for sovereignty over the territory and (2) to
restrict fishing, hunting and trapping rights to the Inuit people.31 This
area was expanded to cover almost the entire Canadian Arctic
territory in 1929. In 1948 the power over the preservation of game was
transferred to the North West Territorial Council, effectively re-
enacting the game preserves.

Much to the objection of the Canadian Wildlife service, the Council
abolished the AIGP in 1966 with no consideration to the sovereignty
issue.32 Four years later, Inuit rights reappeared in the Arctic Waters
Pollution Prevention Act, which was enacted as a direct response to
the unauthorised transit of a foreign vessel through the Passage (as
will be discussed in the next section). This statute made direct
reference to Canada's responsibility for the welfare of the inhabitants
of the Canadian Arctic and the ecological preservation of the water,
ice, and land areas of the territory.33 The 1982 constitution came to
recognise aboriginal rights in Inuit-occupied areas, though aboriginal
title to the northern territory came to be interpreted ! through a
subsequent legal case ! only as hunting and trapping rights; Inuit
property rights were ignored.34 Inuit occupancy of the land, sea and
ice in the Archipelago resurfaced again three years later in then
Secretary of State for External Affairs Joe Clark's statement in the
House of Commons, on the topic of Arctic Sovereignty. This
statement announced the Government's pledge to map out straight
baselines around the Archipelago, which came in response to another
unwelcome voyage through the Northwest Passage; this time by a
United States Coast Guard icebreaker in 1985.35 As noted in the
excerpts below, the Inuit use of the Archipelago is directly linked to
Canadian sovereignty:
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From time immemorial Canada's Inuit people have used and
occupied the ice as they have used and occupied the land. The
policy of the Government is to maintain the natural unity of the
Canadian Arctic Archipelago and to preserve Canada's
sovereignty over land, sea and ice undiminished and undivided.

and

Only with full sovereignty can we protect the entire range of
Canadian interests. Full sovereignty is vital to Canada's
security. It is vital to the Inuit people. And it is vital to Canada's
national identity.36

This statement is notable in that to date it is the last official
statement referring to Inuit rights and Arctic sovereignty, and
similarly the last official response to a sovereignty challenge that
makes reference to the Inuit people and their use of the land.

In his legal analysis of Inuit rights and their impact on Arctic
sovereignty directly following the 1982 constitution, Denhez (1984)
recommended that Canada recognise Inuit use of and claims to the
territory through the settlement of land claims agreements.37 Not only
would this represent a valid exercise of functional jurisdiction over the
area, but could strengthen the country's ability to regulate maritime
traffic in the area and more effectively protect the Arctic environment.
While the climate change issue was relatively foreign at the time, he
did foresee the possibility that the passage would open ! arguing that
not only would an Inuit land claims settlement affirm Canadian
sovereignty over the Northwest Passage, but "compensate for any
erosion of sovereignty that the opening of this waterway could
cause".38 This land claims treaty materialised in 1993 as the Nunavut
Land Claims Agreement (NLCA) which later established the
Government of Nunavut in 1999. This agreement is the only modern
day treaty that makes specific reference to Arctic Sovereignty in
relation to Inuit use of the land.39 In this treaty, the Inuit exchanged
their title and claims to Canadian lands and waters for a range of
rights to harvest wildlife and to participate in the management and
regulation over the use of land, water, oceans, wildlife and natural
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resources.40 Article 15 of the agreement directly addresses the Arctic
sovereignty issue, recognizing that "Canada's sovereignty over the
waters of the Archipelago is supported by Inuit use and occupancy"
(my emphasis).41 Consequently, the federal government has since
faced criticism ! especially from Inuit and National Aboriginal groups
! that Canada has not lived up to its treaty obligations, especially in
neglecting to implement important provisions of the NLCA that relate
to resource management and monitoring of the territory.42 Similarly,
Canada is not using this treaty to argue its case for sovereignty under
historical and continued use and occupancy of the land. This issue will
be revisited in the final section of the paper. First, it must be
acknowledged that the aforementioned actions Canada has taken
during the time period discussed above have not been left
unchallenged by foreign powers. These challenges must be briefly
examined before continuing the analysis of Canada's contemporary
efforts to assert its territorial claims.

CHALLENGES TO CANADA’S CLAIMS OVER THE ARCTIC ARCHIPELAGO:
1930 TO PRESENT

The earliest diplomatic protest to Canada's sovereignty assertions
came from Norway; in 1930 they challenged the restrictions of the
Arctic Island Game Preserve arguing for free access to resource
exploitation in the area. However, they eventually withdrew their
protest having learned that Canada's policy was meant to protect
Aboriginal dependence on these resources so as "to avert the danger
of want and starvation through the exploitation of the wildlife by white
hunters and traders".43 The first formal protest against Canada's
territorial claims to the waters came in 1970, when the United States
raised protest over the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act
(AWPPA). This Act came in response to the unauthorised transit of a
United States icebreaker, the SS Manhattan through the Passage in
1970. Interestingly, it was an Inuit hunter and his dog team that
physically halted the Manhattan by standing in front of the vessel
blocking its path.44 The AWPPA appealed to the need to protect the
ecosystem on which the Inuit depended for subsistence. As this type
of environmental legislation is permitted in International law, the actual
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enforcement of the Act never came to be challenged.45

In 1985, a diplomatic dispute arose when the Polar Sea was again
sent through the Passage without seeking the permission of the
Canadian government. This led to the 1988Arctic Waters Cooperation
Agreement between the two governments. The agreement effectively
required the United States to seek Canada's consent when sending
vessels through the Passageway, however, consensus on the actual
status of the Passage was never determined.46 Also in 1985, the
United Kingdom issued a diplomatic protest on behalf of the European
Community to Canada's drawing of baselines enclosing the
Archipelago though this act was more of a "notice" than a formal
challenge.47 The United States mirrored this position in an official
statement that same year. No other formal challenges have been
made since, though David Wilkins, the United States ambassador to
Canada, recently reaffirmed his country's refusal to recognise
Canadian sovereignty over the Archipelago waters.48

CANADA’S CONTEMPORARY EFFORTS TO ASSERT ITS ARCTIC
SOVEREIGNTY CLAIMS

From 1985 to 2007, Canada's actions to assert sovereignty over
the Arctic Archipelago have changed direction to concentrate more on
preparing for increased traffic in the Arctic rather than direct activities
to assert sovereignty. Canada has not faced any additional formal
challenges to its sovereignty claims since the 1980's. The Canada !
U.S. 1988 co-operation agreement ! which to this day allows US
vessels to pass through the Arctic waters with Canada's consent while
not actually acquiescing to its sovereignty claims ! could factor in
here. In addition, the lack of attention to the sovereignty issue in the
late 1990's also reflects a period of declining public interest in the
debate. This was made evident by the Department of Foreign Affairs
in a 2000 statement on Arctic Sovereignty, which acknowledged that
"public concern about sovereignty issues [had] waned".49 During the
1990's, many of the programs that gave Canada a monitoring and
surveillance presence in the North were either abandoned or
downsized due to financial cutbacks.50 Still, during that decade
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Canada did take measures to increase its presence in the region, by
contributing to the development of international institutions to tackle
issues of environmental protection in the Arctic and developing
standards governing the operation of vessels in the Arctic waters.
These include the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy and the
Arctic Council (both of which have an environmental mandate) and a
Polar Code (now called the Polar Guidelines) to develop common
shipping standards.51 Interestingly, it has been suggested in the
literature that Canada may be expecting to lose its ability to develop
and/or enforce its regulations unilaterally, and thus is hoping to
establish a significant amount of input into the possible international
management of the Passage in the future.52

Still, the Arctic sovereignty issue has resurfaced in the past 18
months, and while the Integrated Northern Strategy has yet to
materialise, the 2007 Throne Speech introducing this strategy ! well
as many current government-led activities in the Arctic and High Arctic
areas ! point to certain key areas of focus. Increased research and
surveillance activities form the brunt of Canada's new commitments to
defending its sovereignty over the Arctic as identified in the Throne
Speech, and these commitments are certainly driving the majority of
Canada's current initiatives in the Arctic.53 A deep sea harbour and
expanded maritime, land and aerial patrol and surveillance activities
! including a heightened presence of Canadian Rangers and several
Canadian Forces sovereignty operations ! reveals a major emphasis
on ensuring Canada's ability to defend the territory in face of territorial
incursions.54 In addition, the Arctic Seabed mapping project and the
creation of an Arctic research station are active alongside the
numerous scientific and research studies currently underway as part
of the 2007-2008 International Polar Year, many of which focus on the
effects of climate change in the Arctic and the health of Northern
residents.55 Indeed, scientific inquiry and development were cited in
a 2007 speech by the Prime Minister as key to bolstering Canada's
Arctic sovereignty and as essential to the defence of Canada's
North.56 There is little contention that such activities could do much to
improve Canada's sovereignty position, and indeed seem to be
geared towards re-asserting a presence in the Arctic; a clear "exercise
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of state jurisdiction". However what must not go unnoticed is the
change of discourse that has occurred in reference to Inuit use of the
land and waters of the territory. For example, while the importance of
aiding the Inuit meet their basic needs is acknowledged in the Throne
Speech, there is no reference to the continued use and occupancy of
the land, and the Government's commitment to action in this area
does not go beyond a pledge to provide better housing for the First
Nations people.57 Similarly, while the Throne Speech and the Foreign
Affairs' brochure on The Northern Dimension of Canada's Foreign
Policy do offer pledges to increase participation of the First Nations
people in managing the North and "improving and devolving
governance" there is no specific commitment in these areas.58 The
discourse is one of Northern strategy renewal and includes none of
the "historical occupancy" rhetoric of the Joe Clark's 1985 Arctic
sovereignty statement ! a complete change of direction in relation to
Canada's northern foreign policy is alluded to in the following
passage:

In translating the new reality of Canada's North into foreign
policy, we need to move beyond the vague, symbolic visions of
the past. We must assess the values and interests emerging
from the North's renewal process, and translate them into
sources of international influence.59

ANALYSIS

In considering Canada's activities over the past century, and in
acknowledgement of the changing political and environmental context
of the North, it is clear that Canada's approach to rationalising and
asserting is territorial claims over the Arctic Archipelago has changed
substantially. Until the late 1980's, Canada largely relied upon the
historical use and occupancy argument in claiming sovereignty as a
way to protect the subsistence hunting and fishing territory of the Inuit.
This is no longer the case. This transformation is not unreasonable,
as a result of the evolving lifestyles of the Inuit people brought on by
mass relocation to urban settlements in the North. In addition, the
heightened concern over issues of the environment and sustainable
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development that are now so prevalent in our scientific, political and
popular culture discourse today were of relatively little concern up until
the last decade of the 20th century. In effect, taking measures to
protect the Arctic ecosystem ! in face of global warming and
increased maritime traffic in the region ! will help to lessen the
disruption of traditional hunting and trapping activities of the Inuit
people, whether or not this outcome is the driving force behind such
policies. Canada's activities to ensure environmental protection of the
Arctic region have taken a degree of priority in the sovereignty debate
today, unlike the pre-1985 years. Some contemporary authors - in
formulating policy advice for the country to better assert its
sovereignty over the Northwest Passage ! mirror this change in
perspective, forgoing any mention of invoking the Inuit's use of the
renewable resources of the land in their recommendations ! in favour
of measures specifically directed to protecting the environment,
heightening international cooperation and strengthening surveillance
and regulatory activities.60 Some have even abandoned the prospect
of Arctic sovereignty entirely, arguing that at least if Canada supports
the international shipping strait claim it can retain the right to pass its
own domestic environmental regulations and not be bound by
international standards.61

A PLACE FOR INUIT USE AND OCCUPANCY OF THE LAND?

The question then, is whether there continues to be a place for
Inuit use and occupancy of the land in Canada's contemporary
territorial claims over the Archipelago. As mentioned earlier, it is clear
that the upcoming findings of the ISIUOP will do much to inform this
question. Aside from using evidence from the mapping project, one
expert in the field ! as well as several Aboriginal groups ! argues that
Canada would do well to continue to use the northern presence and
expertise of the Inuit people to assert its sovereignty claims,
especially in relation to provisions underlined in the 1993 Nunavut
Land Claims Agreement.

The argument is that Canada does have recourse to its
sovereignty claims on the basis of its already existing NLCA treaty
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obligations to protect the Inuit's use of the land and sea. The
agreement directly recognises the contribution of the Inuit to Canada's
Arctic sovereignty. In addition, several sections of the NLCA !
specifically those pertaining to wildlife and marine areas management
! recognize that the legal rights of Inuit in marine areas, and the rights
of the Inuit to harvest wildlife. These sections are based upon
traditional and current use and underscore the need not only to
protect the Arctic ecosystem, but for the Inuit people to play a role in
the management of the natural resources that occupy the land.
Aboriginal groups argue that the implementation of two such Articles
of the agreement in particular ! Articles 12 and 15 ! would
specifically help to bolster Canadian Arctic sovereignty.62 Article 12
requires the government to develop a plan to monitor the natural
environment of the Arctic, so as to collect and analyse information on
the long term state and health of the "eco-systemic and socio-
economic environment", to which the Inuit are dependent upon for
survival and wellbeing.63 Article 15 deals with management of marine
areas, in particular it provides for the establishment of the Nunavut
Marine Council that would "advise and make recommendations
to...government agencies regarding the marine areas" and would give
special consideration to the economic dependence of Inuit
communities on the marine resources when allocating commercial
fishing licences.64 Under this Article, the Government would consider
the recommendations of the Marine Council in making decisions
affecting marine areas, including decisions on establishing quotas and
allocating licenses to harvest fish and marine mammals found in these
areas. This would ensure that consideration be given to Inuit
economic dependence on the resource, and allow for the traditional
knowledge, practices and beliefs of the Inuit people to be included in
resource management of marine areas.

Similar provisions included in the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement
have already been implemented, particularly those recognising the
need for Inuit involvement in all aspects of wildlife management of the
land areas. In fact, it is from Article 5 that the Nunavut Wildlife
Management Board (NWMB) was established as the main instrument
of wildlife management and the main regulator of access to wildlife in
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the Nunavut settlement area.65 The NWMB, composed of
representatives of Inuit organisations and representatives of the
federal and Territorial governments, is a co-management board
established to effectively guarantee "Inuit meaningful involvement and
participation in decisions relating to the preservation and future
development of lands within the Nunavut Settlement Area".66 Indeed,
co-management institutions, established to include traditional
ecological knowledge in resource management, have been part of
land claims agreements predating the 1993 NLCA, and encompass
such activities as monitoring fish and marine mammal harvests,
establishing management and fishing plans for key species,
developing population and stock assessments, providing guidelines
for industry development activities, and developing short and long-
term conservation objectives.67 It is by supporting co-operative
management arrangements through land claims settlements (or other
legislative arrangements) that it is possible to ensure that the
traditional knowledge of First Nations communities is included and
incorporated into natural resource management, rather than simply
used in consultation.

If considered within the framework of the sovereignty debate,
upholding its legal commitments as laid out in the NLCA ! by
implementing the environmental monitoring and marine management
provisions of the agreement ! would certainly demonstrate Canada's
continued exercise of state jurisdiction over the Arctic Archipelago and
reaffirm the continued usage of the territory by its Inuit occupants. In
addition, if the Canadian government is no longer using its obligation
to protect the subsistence hunting and fishing of the Inuit to bolster its
sovereignty claims, implementing the provisions of the NLCA would
seemingly fall in line with its contemporary focus on environmental
protection and Arctic research. Arctic sovereignty aside, including the
Inuit people in the management and protection of the natural
resources of the Arctic not only contributes to more effective resource
management, but ensures that their economic and subsistence needs
- and legal rights - are considered in preservation initiatives and the
future development of territory.
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In 2006 Paul Kaludjak, the President of Nunavut Tunngavik
Incorporated ! the Inuit organisation with the mandate to implement
the NLCA ! called on Prime Minister Harper to use Canada's
obligations under the NLCA to bolster Canada's claims to Arctic
sovereignty. He argued that the Government must uphold its treaty
obligations by committing to implement the aforementioned resource
management and environmental monitoring provisions contained in
the agreement.68 According to Kaludjak, as of April 2008 there has
been no response by the Government, and "Prime Minister Harper
has yet to mention Inuit in the same breath as Arctic sovereignty".69

The contradiction is perplexing, considering that the Land Claims
Agreement is bound in law and makes specific reference to Inuit use
and occupancy of the waters as supporting Canadian sovereignty. In
a telephone correspondence with the researcher, Terry Fenge !
Senior Negotiator of the 1993 Nunavut Land Claims Agreement and
the first Director of Research of the Inuit Circumpolar Conference !
offered several explanations why the Government has not been taking
advantage of this policy option.70 Firstly, he noted that land claims
agreements tend to touch on a great diversity of issues and require a
co-ordinated approach among various key government departments,
which can be quite complex and has been relatively lacking to date.
Similarly, general lack of knowledge of how such agreements work in
key departments that deal with the sovereignty issue ! such as the
Department of Foreign Affairs ! prevents these agencies from
considering the NLCA as a channel through which to focus their
attention. In addition, the substantial financial expenditure required to
fully implement the necessary provisions of the Land Claims
Agreement was noted as a likely factor impeding past governments
from taking action.

Certain conclusions can therefore be made. Firstly, Canada is no
longer making any reference to the Inuit use of the Arctic land, sea
and sea ice as hunting and fishing grounds in its current assertions of
sovereignty over the Arctic Archipelago. In addition, while there is
evidence that Canada can and should make use of its obligations to
protect the Inuit and their use of the natural resources in the North !
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as laid out the NLCA! to bolster its sovereignty claims, it is not taking
this course of action. It is suggested that the rationale behind
Canada's policy inaction in this area has more to do with treaty
implementation problems than the issue of Inuit use and occupancy of
the land itself.

FINAL REMARKS

It is evident that no single argument is likely to resolve the
controversy of Canadian sovereignty over the Arctic Archipelago.
Similarly, there are numerous channels through which Canada can
act to both assert its sovereignty claims and protect the ecology of its
Arctic lands and waters. While the federal government has
demonstrated an increased commitment to defending and asserting
its sovereignty over the Arctic in the last 18 months, reference to the
Inuit use of the land for hunting and fishing seems to have been
dropped completely from Canada's sovereignty argument. The
country's new approach to asserting its territorial claims ! of which
a major focus is on environmental and scientific research !
demonstrates not only a change in the political climate but will
hopefully provide new insight into ways to help lessen the dislocation
that the Inuit people are experiencing from their traditional way of life.
Yet while climate change and urbanisation of the North may be
reducing the necessity of hunting, trapping and fishing for
subsistence, these activities cannot be disregarded as no longer
playing a vital role in the lives of the Arctic Inuit. Also not to be
disregarded is the knowledge and experience of the Inuit peoples,
drawn from centuries of living on ! and living from ! the land, and the
essential contribution that this expertise plays in resource and
environmental management. As anthropologist Milton Freeman notes
in discussing the importance of hunting to the Inuit identity; "failing to
re-emphasize the importance of the institutions and values upon
which Inuit society is founded, all of which are inextricably linked to
hunting, would [...] constitute a denial of full membership in that
society."71 In this debate over Arctic sovereignty, the current
Government of Canada would do well to demonstrate to the
international community that it is willing to take a stand for the
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institutions, values and way of life of its citizens in the North.
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Do No Harm: Hospitals, Health and the
Environment

Lillian Hayward

One of the central tenets of the Hippocratic Oath taken by
health professionals is "above all, do no harm." While this

vow has played a significant part in patient care for thousands of
years, the medical profession is starting to gain awareness of what
this means in a broader environmental context especially as it
relates to large scale medical institutions like hospitals. Patient
care generally requires a substantial use of resources, toxic
substances and generates emissions that directly and indirectly
impact the health of the general public and the environment. While
hospitals can pose certain hazards, they are familiar institutions in
urban settings and the need for them is increasing as the
population grows and demographics shift. The redesign, retrofit
and reorganization of these facilities that is currently underway
also presents an opportunity to make them more environmentally
sustainable.

This paper will examine the impact that hospitals have on the
environment and the ways in which some hospitals are attempting to
reduce their impact by increasing energy efficiency, decreasing waste
and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. While this paper examines
only a few examples from Canadian institutions, projects that have
been undertaken by these hospitals represent a sample of the
possible ways in which these institutions can reduce their
environmental impact and become more sustainable. The lessons
learned from the examples discussed in this paper demonstrate the
potential positive outcomes hospitals can achieve when they strive to
be more sustainable.

HOSPITALS AS A HEALTH HAZARD

Making people well is the primary goal of a hospital. However,
many of the impacts it has on the environment can cause serious
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damage and can in turn have a detrimental effect on human health.
For instance, hospitals are highly energy intensive institutions due to
their twenty-four hour a day functioning and the use of specialized
electronic equipment. While cleaner forms of electricity are becoming
more mainstream, energy produced through the use of coal or even
natural gas create CO2 emissions and diminish air quality. From a
waste perspective, hospitals produce large amounts of toxic materials
such as biohazardous waste which contains deadly pathogens,
mercury which is a potent neurotoxin, PVC plastic which is a known
carcinogen as well as radioactive materials and pharmaceuticals. The
improper disposal of these materials can lead to negative impacts on
both humans and the environment. Also, hospitals produce some of
the most aggressive greenhouse gases which have negative effects
on the environment and, in turn, human health.

HOSPITALS AS AN URBAN INSTITUTION

Hospitals are an essential part of urban infrastructure and the
pressure on these institutions is increasing due to population growth
and demographic shifts. The Canadian population is growing at a rate
of approximately one per cent a year.1 About ninety per cent of this
growth is occurring in Canada's thirty-three metropolitan centres.2
Today, four out of five Canadians live in cities ! more than ever
before.3

Not only is the urban population growing, it is also aging and the
demographic shift currently occurring in Canada is significant. For
instance, in 2006, approximately one in seven Canadians was over
the age of 65 and "according to the most recent population
projections, the proportion of seniors in the Canadian population could
nearly double in the next 25 years."4 As the population ages, there will
be an increased need for the services provided by hospitals.

These demographic pressures, exacerbated by an aging hospital
infrastructure, are driving the current construction boom in hospitals
and health facilities. For example, the majority of the major
infrastructure projects currently being undertaken by Infrastructure
Ontario are health related.5 The health care system is at a
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crossroads; it can maintain the status quo by opting for traditional
buildings, energy usage and waste disposal ! ultimately to the
detriment of the environment and the population at large ! or
embrace the environmental implications of the Hippocratic Oath and
strive to "do no harm."

SUSTAINABLE HOSPITALS

The definition of sustainable development that is used extensively
in environmental literature is derived from the Brundtland
Commission's 1987 report Our Common Future. The text states that
sustainable development is "development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs."6 The Hippocratic Oath, when examined in an
environmental context, is consistent with the traditional definition of
sustainable development and encourages the health professionals to
consider not only the health of the patients that they deal with directly
but the impacts of their actions on the environment, the general
population and future generations. This connection between health
and the environment is a critical one to make because "nature's goods
and services are the ultimate foundations of life and health, even
though in modern societies this fundamental dependency may be
indirect, displaced in space and time, and therefore poorly
recognized."7 Due to the interconnectedness of health care and the
environment, it is beneficial to use a whole system approach that
recognizes:

Being healthy, that is, living in such a way to promote well-
being, is a holistic, proactive approach to health care that
requires living in harmony with the world. Recapturing that
element of the health care system is an important challenge.
Health care is largely about care ! care for our families, care
for our bodies, care for our communities.8

A sustainable hospital is one that not only accepts the
interconnectedness of human health and the environment, but one
which acts to reduce its impacts in order to care for both patients as
well as the community as a whole.
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One of the challenges of this concept of sustainability is how to
measure it. The development of sustainability indicators is essential
for monitoring progress of initiatives and identifying setbacks. One of
the ways to measure the environmental impact of hospitals is through
the use of an ecological footprint analysis.

Ecological Footprint accounts act as balance sheets by
documenting for a given population ! a household, a district, a
city, a region or humanity as a whole ! the area of biologically
productive land and sea required to produce the renewable
resources its population consumes and assimilate the waste it
generates, using prevailing technology. In other words,
Ecological Footprints document the extent to which human
economies stay within the regenerative capacity of the
biosphere.9

Ecological footprint analysis provides a useful way of measuring how
many resources are required to sustain the consumption of a
population and it also provides concrete numbers which describe the
environmental impact of that population.

Just as ecological footprint analysis can provide useful information
for populations, this indicator is equally relevant when used in the
context of hospitals. In 2001, Dr. Susan Germain performed the first
ecological footprint analysis of a hospital when she examined the
Lions Gate Hospital (LGH) in North Vancouver. She noted that
"although it has long been suspected that the health care system in
Canada might be affecting ecosystems (and, therefore, potentially
human health), there have been few analyses of its environmental
impact."10 When an ecological footprint is calculated for an institution
like a hospital, it provides valuable information and concrete numbers
depicting how resource intensive it really is.

The LGH is a mid-size facility with about 591 in-patients and its
buildings are set upon approximately 3.95 hectares of land. The
reason that this hospital was selected for the study was because of
the staff's interest in environmental issues demonstrated by their
commitment to recycling, waste reduction and energy efficiency, in
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spite of the fact that the hospital had no official environmental policy.11
Once all of the data was compiled for energy use, the goods and
services used in daily operations, and materials used in original
building construction, the ecological footprint of LGH was determined
to be 2918 hectares, making LGH's ecological footprint 739 times the
actual area it covers or 4.9 hectares per inpatient.12 To put this into
perspective, the City of Vancouver's ecological footprint is 180 times
the actual area it covers, "thus illustrating how resource intensive
hospitals are, and in what an unsustainable manner they are
operating - as, to be fair, are we all."13

One important consideration when looking at this ecological
footprint analysis is that it is actually an underestimate. When
Germain calculated the footprint she was taking into consideration
that, in British Columbia, 90% of the electricity used is derived from
hydroelectricity.14 If the same amount of energy were to be consumed
in an area that produces electricity from natural gas, the footprint
would have been 4045 hectares, while the use of coal would have
increased the footprint to 4896 hectares.15

In addition, this analysis does not take into account the negative
environmental and health impacts of chemicals, pharmaceuticals and
dioxins that are persistent in hospitals16 and is a major limitation of this
kind of measurement. But, in spite of the fact that ecological footprint
analysis will generally underestimate the true environmental impact of
institutions like hospitals, Germain points out that the numbers
produced through her analysis could still be used in a number of
helpful ways. This is because it illustrates:

…the extent to which hospitals are not operating in a
sustainable manner. As well, the environmental impact of
changes in operations can be assessed by calculating the
footprint before and after the action. It also identifies energy
consumption as a large contributor to the [ecological footprint]
for hospitals, and therefore an area where environmental gains
could be achieved.17

The ecological footprint can provide a demonstration of the
detrimental impact that hospitals can have on the environment. This
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measure can also aid in determining the ways in which these
institutions can reduce their impact through initiatives that include
increasing energy efficiency, diminishing the impact of dangerous
hospital waste and reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

INCREASING ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Energy efficiency is of great importance to hospitals given their
twenty-four hour a day functioning and extensive use of electronic
equipment. In the analysis conducted for the LGH, it was determined
that energy use accounted for 88% of the hospital's ecological
footprint. One of the ways to increase energy efficiency is to use an
energy efficient building design. In 2002, one of the first facilities in
Ontario to design a new building according to Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED) standards was Bluewater Health
located in Sarnia, Ontario. LEED is a green building rating system
that is being implemented internationally with the intension of
accelerating the uptake of green building technologies and practices.
LEED standards are currently being used for projects in 41
countries.18 "LEED promotes a whole-building approach to
sustainability by recognizing performance in five key areas of human
and environmental health: sustainable site development, water
savings, energy efficiency, materials selection, and indoor
environmental quality."19

The newest components of Bluewater Health in Sarnia have been
designed according to LEED standards. This will allow the hospital to
achieve many of the goals that it set out for itself during its planning
phase such as 'bringing the outside in' and creating a space that does
not feel like a hospital.20 When complete, Bluewater will not only
achieve these goals but it will also be 15-25% more energy efficient
than code compliant buildings. This should also result in annual
savings of $125,000 to $250,000.

In spite of these benefits, getting the design approved was not
easy for the facility. In order to reduce the reliance on artificial light,
Bluewater's design moved away from the traditional double loaded
hallways and instead featured hallways with walls of windows on one
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side and patient rooms on the other. But their plan met with
resistance at the provincial Ministry of Energy. Officials argued that it
would necessitate more floor space ! and a bigger budget ! than a
traditional layout. In the end, the revised drawings actually required
more square footage and cost more. They may also have cost
Bluewater its LEED silver rating.21 The LEED standards were still
very new in Ontario when the design for Bluewater was created. This
may have contributed to the apprehension of the Ministry; however, in
June 2007, the Government of Ontario announced that it would be
adopting LEED standards for all new government building
construction projects as well as major renovations.22

Another way that hospitals are increasing their energy efficiency is
through retrofit projects and the introduction of new technologies.
This is particularly evident in the work that is being done at the
University Health Network (UHN) in Toronto which is made up of the
Princess Margaret Hospital, the Toronto General Hospital and the
Toronto Western Hospital. One of the most significant ways the UHN
is reducing its ecological footprint is through the work that is being
done by its Environmental Coordinator. In 1997, the UHN introduced
an Environmental Coordinator into its staff to track energy efficiency in
the hospital network and ensure the proper treatment and sorting of
waste.23 Having a champion for energy saving initiatives has resulted
in significant improvements for the UHN, many of which can be found
in areas where small investments were translated into large energy
savings. For instance, an inefficient boiler system at Toronto Western
Hospital cost $140,000 to retrofit and now saves the facility close to
$350,000 annually.24 As the Manager of Facilities and Support
Services for the Toronto Western points out "think about the total
savings ! close to $350,000 at current gas rates. These are
continuous savings. Think of the impact on patient care. What does
$350,000 buy? It really has an impact, it's a lot of money."25 Not only
does this kind of initiative save money it also leads to a significant
reduction in energy use and therefore a reduction in the ecological
footprint of the facility.
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In addition, the UHN has reduced its energy use through the
installation of an "integrated lighting control and energy management
system"26 in the Toronto General Hospital's R. Fraser Elliot building.
Lighting consumes a huge amount of energy and usually accounts for
approximately 40% of energy costs in commercial buildings.27 Good
lighting is critical in hospitals and the UHN identified lighting as an
easy and efficient way to reduce energy consumption. They
employed the services of Toronto-based Encelium Technologies "an
advanced technology development company specializing in energy
management and control systems for commercial buildings"28 and
installed new lighting in 95,000 square feet29 of the 180,000 square
foot building.30 The new system includes features such as electronic
dimming ballasts, high-performance lamps, occupancy sensors,
photo sensors, electronic wall controllers as well as lighting control
hardware and software. The result was a 74% reduction in energy
consumed by lighting and an actual increase in lighting quality due to
the reduction of over lighting. This state of the art system will save the
facility approximately $47,000 annually.31 These results again
indicate how efforts to reduce the ecological footprint of a facility can
translate into financial and environmental gains.

REDUCING WASTE

Part of the Environmental Coordinator's job at the UHN is to ensure
that waste is sorted into proper streams and this is a considerable
task for the UHN. When combined, these three hospitals create
approximately 23,000 pounds of waste per day, 3,000 of which is
made up of potentially hazardous materials.32 Sorting the waste into
separate streams is essential to the proper handling and disposal of
the waste generated by hospitals. In the very recent past, hospitals
would put all of their waste into one single stream and incinerate it on
site. This resulted in the emission of toxic smoke due to the burning of
PVC plastic, batteries, discarded medical equipment as well as
several other substances,33 negatively impacting air quality. In 2001,
these emissions represented the second largest source of dioxins in
Canada and were responsible for nine percent of the country's
mercury emissions,34 the fourth largest source in the country.35 In
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2003, the Government of Ontario fully banned the use of hospital
incinerators36 and, as a result, most material from Ontario hospitals is
now handled and processed by certified contractors which are
generally responsible for the packaging, transportation, destruction
and disposal of biomedical and pharmaceutical waste.37 For
example, Medical Waste Management provides the Ontario
healthcare system with access to vastly improved incineration
technologies with low-level emission and pollution controls.38

Sorting waste into streams and new technologies contribute to
reducing the impact of these outputs on the environment. It ensures
that each type of waste is disposed of in the most efficient way
possible and diverts toxic materials and recyclable products reducing
both the toxicity of the end product and reducing the amount of waste
that goes to landfill.

REDUCING GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

Hospitals also have a significant impact on the environment
through their production of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
Hospitals generate GHGs as a result of their basic functions as large-
scale buildings. However, they also produce other GHGs not emitted
by commercial institutions. One of the most noteworthy examples is
the anesthetic gas that is used extensively during surgery. These
gases consist of aggressive GHGs, some with a global warming
potential 1,900 times that of CO2.39 Some estimate that the total
amount of anesthetic gas emitted from hospital operating rooms in
Canada is equivalent to more than 1.1 million tonnes of CO2 per
year.40

In April 2007, the Children's Hospital of Eastern Ontario (CHEO)
announced that it would be installing Delta Technology, a device
developed by Blue-Zone Technologies, a Canadian company, "to
capture, reclaim, and purify halogenated inhalation anesthetic gases
used in hospital operating rooms."41 This will allow the reuse of
anesthetic gas up to 20 times, resulting in significant savings for the
hospital and dramatically decreasing the facility's GHG emissions. At
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CHEO alone, the Delta Technology will prevent the equivalent of over
230 tonnes of CO2 from being released into the atmosphere every
year. This innovation will produce an even greater impact when it is
adopted by hospitals throughout Canada.

LEAVING A LIGHTER FOOTPRINT

The examples described above are ways in which hospitals can
reduce their ecological footprints. Progress has been made in finding
technologies to reduce energy consumption through a variety of
different methods such as implementing LEED standards or
performing smaller retrofit projects that provide significant increases in
energy efficiency. Other improvements in policies and the introduction
of new technologies have led to the elimination of individual on-site
incinerators and have increased the proper disposal of waste by
sorting it into separate streams. Also, new technologies have also
contributed to the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. While
these are by no means an exhaustive set of the possible initiatives
that hospitals can undertake to reduce their impact on the
environment, they do represent significant technological progress and
promising advancements towards a smaller ecological footprint. It
should be noted that none of these initiatives have an impact on
patient care. They are instead focused on making the buildings more
efficient through initiatives that reduce waste, increase energy
efficiency and cut greenhouse gas emissions. It is also a
demonstration that making a hospital greener is not necessarily
expensive when the long term savings and the benefits to the
environment are taken into account.

LESSONS LEARNED AND NEXT STEPS

The lessons learned from the various initiatives that are being
undertaken by Canadian hospitals are very important because these
strategies have the potential to be implemented in varying degrees by
hospitals across Canada and around the world. In addition, they can
also be used as an example for other industries. The projects
described above demonstrate that an ecological footprint analysis is a
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valuable indicator for determining the impact of the facility on the
environment and for monitoring how certain initiatives impact that
footprint. While it is an imperfect measure of certain aspects of the
ways in which hospitals impact the environment it can provide a
valuable starting point for examining the impacts of certain
environmental initiatives as they are implemented. Without Susan
Germain's leadership in this area it is quite possible that the overall
environmental impact of hospitals would still be virtually unknown.
Beneficial programs may still have been implemented to combat
problems such as hospital incinerators and the handling of hospital
waste, but the incorporation of an indicator to evaluate progress
provides a way to determine what this kind of change means from the
perspective of the hospital as a whole.

Another lesson is that due to the massive amounts of energy used
by hospitals, targeting energy efficiency, whether through energy
efficient design (such as the LEED standards) or retrofits, can improve
conventional facilities in ways that not only increase their energy
efficiency and reduce their impact on the environment, but also
contribute to significant cost savings. The examination of the
University Health Network provides an example of the effectiveness of
having a champion when it comes to advancing sustainable projects
such as energy efficient retrofits. Not only has the Environmental
Coordinator found ways to increase energy efficiency and reduce
waste, but there have also been significant economic benefits
resulting from the initiatives that this employee champions.

Perhaps the most important lesson is that it is possible for hospitals
to mitigate the harm they cause the environment and public health
with little impact on patient care. The improved handling of waste
enhances air quality and reduces the amounts of dioxins and mercury
in the air. Recycling anesthetic gases makes sense both
environmentally and economically, and also reduces the hospital's
emission of aggressive GHGs. This diminishes the contribution that
the facility makes to climate change and the potential barrage of
human ailments that are brought on as a result of global warming.

The next step that hospitals can take is to share freely the
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initiatives and innovations that have had the greatest impact in
reducing their ecological footprint. The initiatives outlined above
demonstrate that there are numerous projects being undertaken in
cities across Canada which could have a dramatic impact if they were
implemented in hospitals across the country.

The core lessons that can be derived from these achievements
can also be transferred to other industries that share common
features with hospitals. The need for a baseline measurement to
track the impacts of environmental initiatives, the potential benefits of
increasing energy efficiency, the importance of environmental
leadership and the mitigation of harm with little impact on client
service, are all lessons that could be incorporated into other types of
facilities. This kind of inter-industry information sharing could
potentially lead to significant environmental impacts and far-reaching
benefits.

CONCLUSION

The Hippocratic Oath can be interpreted in a way that goes beyond
simply caring for patients and translated into diminishing the
environmental harm done by hospitals. In the past, the environmental
impacts of hospitals were able to go virtually unnoticed or unchecked
because their primary goal was to treat the patients in their care.
However, the inextricable links between human health and the
environment necessitate a different approach and require hospitals to
turn a critical eye towards their institutions and take stock of the actual
effect that they have on the environment.

This paper has looked at how the impact of hospitals can be
measured using an ecological footprint analysis and how
improvements in energy efficiency, waste handling and reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions can make this footprint smaller. However,
the initiatives examined here only scratch the surface of ways in which
hospitals impact the environment and only briefly discuss how
hospitals are reducing their ecological footprints.

Hospitals are stretched to their limit due to their relationship with
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increasing urban populations, shifting demographics and aging
structures. These institutions are at a turning point where they have
an opportunity to change and this change, from an environmental and
public health standpoint, could be dramatic. Whether or not the
information or innovations available to hospitals is used to take
advantage of the potential benefits they bring remains to be seen, but
if any institution should be taking sustainability seriously, it should be
one that pledges to do no harm.
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Interprovincial Relations and Climate Change
Policy in Canada

Amber Lindstedt

Climate change has been a top of mind issue for countries
around the world for over a decade. In Canada, it has been

the topic of innumerable discussions, conferences, programs,
policies and arguments ! and yet emissions continue to grow.
Though the reasons for this are many, the lack of cooperation
between provincial and federal governments remains a formidable
obstacle to constructive emissions reduction efforts. This paper
examines the role of intergovernmental relations and the nature of
federalism that has shaped the Canadian position on climate
change, and the current state of policy on this file. It begins with a
critical look at the relationship between federalism and the
environment, followed by examination of the jurisdictional discord
and range of other challenges that climate change policy faces in
Canada. The tumultuous history of climate change policy in
Canada is then addressed, as this is arguably the most important
barrier to future progress on climate change action. Finally, an
examination of the Kyoto target and the Canadian position in
relation to the rest of the world is presented, along with some
recommendations for encouraging climate change progress
nationally.

THE CHANGING NATURE OF FEDERALISM IN CANADA

Throughout the past four decades, the nature of Canadian
intergovernmental relations has changed significantly based on many
external factors, the most important of which have been the federal
government's financial situation and the character of political
leadership at both levels. In the two decades after World War II,
Ottawa was focused on repairing the economy and building the
welfare state.1 This arrangement meant that the federal government
held a great deal of authority as the distributor of funds and as the
coordinator behind this large and overarching social and economic
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framework. Cooperation between levels of government was crucial to
the successful construction and functioning of such a high magnitude
endeavour, and thus, this period was classified as "cooperative
federalism." This type of federalism is characterized by a relationship
of interdependence between the two levels of government, but with
the federal government providing leadership in financial and political
spheres.2 However, in the 1960s, the public service in both levels of
government grew considerably, making it increasingly likely that their
interests and actions would collide in the fulfillment of their mandates
and political desires.3 Provinces became more and more
autonomous from the federal government and began to resent its
meddling in provincial jurisdictions. "Executive federalism"4 became
the norm, and the cooperative style of federalism present in the post-
war re-building period was supplanted by a more competitive
relationship.5

In the mid-1980s, Prime Minister Mulroney endeavoured to build a
new era of intergovernmental harmony and cooperation. However,
during this period (which included the failure of the Meech Lake and
Charlottetown Accords), public opposition to executive federalism
grew, and the pressure for governmental accountability and
transparency increased in tandem. Throughout the 1990s, Canada
saw the emergence of many strong and differing provincial
characteristics: Quebec's drive for independence, Ontario's Common
Sense Revolution, and Alberta and Saskatchewan's distaste for 'big
government'.6 In conjunction with these divisive pressures, the
federal government found itself without the necessary funds to
appease the provinces, and ushered in the phenomenon of New
Public Management to rebalance the books. Without the financial
means to draw the provinces in line, Ottawa effectively lost its paternal
power over its "children."

These changes led to a new type of intergovernmental relationship
! "collaborative federalism,” which is defined as "the process by
which national goals are achieved, not by the federal government
acting alone or by the federal government shaping provincial
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behaviour through the exercise of its spending power, but by some or
all of the 11 governments and the territories acting collectively."7 The
difference between collaborative federalism and cooperative
federalism is that the former reflects a degree of parity between the
two levels of government, while the latter retains a hierarchical
structure where the federal government takes on a leadership role.8
Effective policymaking under these circumstances requires the
coordination of all actors involved ! with all of their diverging interests,
resource levels and other characteristics. It is in this framework that
recent environmental policy issues, including that of climate change,
have been played out.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND COLLABORATIVE FEDERALISM

Due to the division of powers laid out in the Constitution, both
levels of government possess broad levels of jurisdiction with regard
to the environment. In section 92 of the Constitution, the provinces
are given the power to legislate and regulate: land use, most aspects
of natural resources, mining, energy production and use,
manufacturing, provincial lands, most business activity and intra-
provincial environmental impacts.9 Thus, the provincial right to
determine environmental policies are fairly clearly laid out, particularly
as they are given jurisdiction over natural resources, energy
production and consumption, and most business activities !
effectively covering the key facets to climate change policy-making:
the CO2 'sinks' (vegetation and forests) and many of the CO2 emitters
(fossil fuel production and consumption, as well as industry
regulation).

On the other hand, the jurisdictions of the federal government are
less clearly defined. Ottawa has power over coastal and inter-
provincial waters, federal lands, federally regulated corporations,
inter-provincial trade and commerce, trans-boundary impacts, and
policies of national interest. On top of these more overarching
jurisdictions, the federal government also has the power to prosecute
criminal offences, to engage in international treaty-making, to
establish consensus-based national standards required to follow
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through on these international treaties,10 and to ensure peace, order
and good governance.11 While the provinces are allotted power over
many of the sources of and sinks for pollution, the federal level is left
to deal with the inherently cross-boundary effects of areas of
provincial jurisdiction. The division of power outlined in the
Constitution essentially gives specific, detailed instructions as to the
environmental jurisdictions of the provinces, while leaving the federal
government the more vague and all-encompassing powers ! opening
the door to considerable jurisdictional discord.

In the face of such intersecting jurisdictions, the collaborative
model of federalism was intended to ensure consistency among
environmental policies and the avoidance of duplication of initiatives.
In 1998, all governments (with the exception of Quebec) signed the
Canada-Wide Accord on Environmental Harmonization, which
expressed commitment to "achieve the highest level of environmental
quality within the context of sustainable development."12 This
agreement sought to create a "one-window" set of service delivery
mechanisms that would ensure that services were only being
provided by one level of government. Though these types of
approaches may have reduced intergovernmental conflict, they
certainly have not produced any substantive action on the issue.
However, it cannot be said that this valuation of rhetoric over action is
solely attributable to the collaborative approach, as cutbacks in many
environmental budgets and weak infrastructures in smaller provinces
may also have been factors.13

EVEN MORE CHALLENGES…

Further to the jurisdictional issues outlined above, climate change
policy suffers from several more general problems that make it difficult
to address in Canada's federal system and throughout the world.
Harrison and Sundstrom have referred to the climate change issue as
a "'tragedy of the commons' on a global scale."14 All of the nations of
the world are responsible to varying degrees for the CO2 emissions
that cause climate change, but none are willing to reduce their
emissions unilaterally as they would then be paying the full cost of
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abatement, while only reaping a small portion of the benefits.
Moreover, their efforts may be futile if other countries do not follow
suit. Multilateral agreements, such as the Kyoto Protocol and the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, have
been created to overcome this hurdle. As with all international law
though, these agreements are not enforceable, and have seen little
success in implementation.

Another factor that has been played up in a manner that has
impeded Canadian progress on the climate change file is the
existence of the scientific principle of uncertainty. Scientific
consensus that the actions of humans are causing the earth's
warming has strengthened tremendously over the years. The reports
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (composed of a
group of renowned scientists from around the globe) have become
increasingly convincing as their level of certainty regarding the
anthropogenic causes of climate change has increased with each
report released. Yet, there remain some sceptics, and as with all
science, some uncertainties ! because science can never prove that
a theory is correct in any absolute sense, it can only disprove the
alternative explanations. When President Bush announced that the
US would not ratify the Kyoto Protocol, he asked the National
Academy of Sciences to examine the state of climate change science.
Though the report largely coincided with the findings of the IPCC, it
also stated that "a causal link between the build up of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere and the observed climate changes…cannot
be unequivocally established."15 This select quote was much
emphasized by the Bush administration to show the 'scientific
uncertainty' in global warming science. Senator James Inhofe, Chair
of the Senate Environment and Public Works committee from 2002 to
2006 proclaimed that climate change was "the greatest hoax ever
perpetrated on the American people."16

Furthermore, the sources of air pollution do not always coincide
with the areas where the effects of global warming are felt most
acutely. The cross-boundary nature of the greenhouse gases that
cause climate change, both between provinces and between
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countries, make this a political hot potato with each jurisdiction
expecting the other to act on mitigation strategies. For instance, the
greenhouse gases produced in the Alberta oil sands contributes to
climate change, of which the most significant effects will be felt in the
Arctic. In Canada, the federal government would have responsibility
for the pollution due to its trans-boundary nature, but the sources (e.g.
the production of oil in Alberta) would be in the realm of provincial
powers. This interplay between natural resources (with vegetation as
sinks, and fossil fuels as sources) and national climate change issues
strains federal-provincial relationships.

Finally, governments tend to be most active on any given file when
their public demands action. Due to the waxing and waning of the
importance of the environment as a public policy issue, budgets,
programs and policies are subject to the same pattern of fluctuation !
making substantial long-term action rare. As Edward Parson states,
"citizen concern for the environment has been persistently mixed,
labile, and ambiguous, only infrequently reaching and holding the
intensity required to provoke major policy change."17 Moreover, there
is often a disconnect between the level of concern declared, and any
consequent action taken to support this concern18 (for instance,
driving less to reduce greenhouse gas emissions).

THE EVOLUTION OF CLIMATE CHANGE POLICY IN CANADA

The issue of climate change is a relatively new topic on the
international stage. The first United Nations (UN) conference on
global warming was convened in Toronto in 1988 and called for a 20%
reduction of CO2 emissions at 1988 levels, by 200519 ! a proposal
that would now be viewed as a very bold target. Soon after this UN
meeting, federal-provincial-territorial (FPT) talks on what would
become a divisive issue for Canada commenced.

What follows in the history of climate change policy in Canada is
essentially a series of spats and reconciliations between levels of
government. In 1993, the Joint Meeting of the Ministers of the
Environment and Energy (JMM) was established to devise a plan that
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would be palatable for all provinces as well as the federal government.
This meeting became the primary tool used for addressing
intergovernmental issues related to climate change. Two years later,
the JMM created the first Canadian national plan: the National Action
Program for Climate Change. The main tool created by this plan was
the Voluntary Challenge Registry ! a non-profit partnership between
industry and governments whose main function was to establish a
database of action plans on climate change from Canadian industries,
municipalities and organizations. However, just prior to its 1995
referendum, Quebec withdrew from all FPT bodies and established its
own "national" strategy for climate change (which also relied heavily
on a voluntary program). At this point in time, FPT relations were
strong enough that a national plan was created, but not so strong that
this plan was composed of anything more than the "lowest common
denominator" elements from all parties involved.

This amicable relationship continued for two years, until the
surfacing of the 1997 Kyoto Protocol. Through a JMM that occurred
prior to the conference, it was agreed that Canada should "seek to
reduce" its emissions to 1990 levels by 2010.20 Despite this
agreement, the federal government announced to Canadian citizens
a 3% reduction with the same timelines ! marking the first time that
the federal government acted unilaterally on Kyoto, but unfortunately
not the last. Under international pressure, Canada again went against
the agreement achieved with the provinces, by further committing the
country to a 6% reduction in emissions from 1990 levels at the Kyoto
negotiations.

As a consequence of these commitments, Chrétien realized that
intergovernmental relations were approaching irreparability and
sought to extend the proverbial olive branch to its provincial
counterparts by offering three compromises on the Kyoto front. The
federal government affirmed that no province would be expected to
bear an unreasonable burden, that a cost-benefit study of the impacts
of implementation would be undertaken prior to ratification, and that if
ratification was found to be feasible, the implementation plan would be
devised by both levels of government in collaboration.21 These
reassuring commitments essentially meant that Kyoto would never
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see the light of day on Canadian soils, as it provided the provinces
(particularly Alberta and Ontario) with veto power over any upcoming
action strategies. But the Prime Minister did not keep his word with
regard to any of these commitments either. He committed the country
to ratification by declaring the Kyoto resolution a matter of confidence,
and as expected, his caucus fell into line and the resolution was
passed22 ! all without the participation of the provinces.

When Paul Martin took on the leadership of the Liberal party from
Chretien ! and consequentially the leadership of Canada ! he was
handed a hefty environmental burden in the form of an enormous
commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions without serious
economic impact and without the support of many of the provinces. In
2005, his Minister of the Environment, Stéphane Dion, was widely
praised for his role in coordinating 157 member states to extend the
Kyoto Protocol to 2017, as the Chair of the United Nations Climate
Change Summit (Conference of the Parties to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change 11, or COP 11) held in
Montreal, Quebec.23 Prime Minister Martin spoke passionately about
governmental responsibilities to address climate change locally and
internationally, saying that: "if we fail to meet the challenge of climate
change, it will be not be a failure of nations, it will be a failure of
people, of me, of you, a failure of character for all who today are
confronted with the clear cost of our indulgence and who refuse to
submit to sacrifice and new ways."24 After such impassioned
speeches and important roles, it was hard for the Liberal Government
to turn the rhetoric into action, and before any of the programs or
policies on climate change had a chance to come to fruition, the
Martin government had fallen.

With the Conservative party's win at the subsequent election in
2006, any efforts that had been made on the part of the federal
government to attain the Kyoto objectives were abruptly dismantled
and it was made clear that Canada would not be meeting its Kyoto
targets ! nor would it be making any effort to do so. Prime Minister
Harper preferred a 'made-in-Canada' approach that delayed progress
by starting a new round of consultations, extending the target dates
and focusing on halting emissions growth by 2025.25 However,
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Harper's strategy neglected to take into account the growing public
concern about global warming, and the Conservative government had
to reinstate some of the old Liberal climate change policies focusing
on biofuels, public transit and research. As the climate change file
continued to grow, Prime Minister Harper also opted to replace the
Minister of the Environment at the time, Rona Ambrose, with the more
experienced and authoritative John Baird, noting that: "We recognize
that, particularly when it comes to clean air and climate change, that
Canadians expect a lot more."26 Meanwhile, many of the provinces
continued to resist efforts to implement Kyoto, blocking initiatives
wherever possible. As such, the federal government has found itself
wedged between the public pressure to act, and provincial/territorial
defiance ! the outcome of which has been purposely superficial and
ineffective climate change policies.

WHAT DID THE KYOTO TARGET MEAN TO CANADA?

Though the European Union only committed to a target one
percentage point higher than Canada (Canada has a 6% reduction
target, while the EU has a 7% target), the implications of the required
abatement for Canadian stakeholders is much more severe.

Figure 1: Canada and EU Greenhouse Gas Emissions27

As is illustrated by the above graphs, the 1990 baseline for the EU-
15 is much more significant for Canadian interests, as emissions have
skyrocketed since 1990, while they have remained more or less
constant for the EU. Some of the fortuitous reasons (independent
from Kyoto obligations) that emissions levels did not increase in the
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EU as a whole include: the economies of the 12 newest EU members
have been struggling to transition from their communist past, Britain
had made the switch from coal to natural gas, and the clean-up
involved in the unification of Germany (highly polluting and inefficient
industries were shut down).28 Thus by 2010, the reduction required
for Canada to meet its commitment of 6% below 1990 levels under a
'business as usual' scenario was predicted to be 29% below predicted
emissions levels ! whereas emissions levels in the EU-15 countries
are predicted to be only 3 to 9% percentage points away from their
target (and the 12 new members will already have reduced emissions
below their targets).

Table 1: Comparison of Kyoto Targets Relative to Business-as-usual
Trajectory29

It is therefore not surprising that Australia and the US decided
against ratifying the Kyoto Protocol, as they recognized the steep
uphill battle they faced and preferred a more moderate 'made-at-
home' approach. However, with a Prime Minister intent on securing a
legacy as the end of his political career approached, Canada ratified
regardless.

WHERE ARE WE NOW?

With persistent provincial resistance to a national implementation
plan and the new government's opposition to the Kyoto Protocol, one
might ask: how have intergovernmental relations changed and what
types of initiatives are being undertaken in Canada?
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With regard to federalism in general, it is often assumed that a
more decentralized system such as Canada's will produce more
innovative and progressive environmental strategies than more
centralized versions of federalism. Provincial and regional authorities
are increasingly seen as more capable and inventive than their equals
at the federal level. But in practice, this does not appear to be the
case, as there has been little evidence until recently of any "capacity
to unleash creative, 'bottom-up' energies."30 Rather, it is noted that
the tendency in the provinces has been for bureaucrats to employ
traditional regulatory tools to achieve more moderate targets. This
lack of policy innovation can also be attributed to considerable
cutbacks to environmental budgets over the years.31 Any form of
national policy integration has been viciously fended off by the
provinces as an imposition on their jurisdictions ! leading to an
inability to formulate the cohesive umbrella policy under which the
provinces would be enabled to progress as they saw fit according to
their relative situations.

It is under these circumstances that provincial policies on climate
change have evolved. The analytical literature has placed Quebec
and Manitoba at the head of class in this regard (largely due to their
aggressive targets and comprehensive climate change plans), but the
recent initiatives in British Columbia have put this Western province in
the running as well. The new "Green Budget 2008" allocates over a
billion dollars to climate change initiatives, and introduces a fuel levy
on greenhouse gas emissions applicable to all fossil fuels. In the
provincial budget speech, Minister of Finance Carole Taylor
explained: "The carbon tax will start at a relatively low rate to give us
all ! businesses and individuals, time to adjust. As it rises, it will
underline the fact that there is, indeed, a cost attached to generating
greenhouse gases."32 Though this seems like an obvious statement,
Quebec is the only other province to have instituted such a levy ! and
to a much smaller extent. While the Quebec levy only added 0.8¢ per
litre of gas, the BC levy will add 2.76¢ in the first year (based on $10
per tonne of CO2 emissions), and this number will increase by $5 per
tonne of CO2 emissions every year until 2012 when consumers will be
charged $30 per tonne of CO2 emissions ! or three times the 2008
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levy.33 BC also has climate change legislation in place, committing
the province to a 33% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by
2020 (with a base year of 2007), and an 80% reduction by 2050.34
While, as Rabe notes, the Canadian provinces are not renowned for
their creativity or substantive action on climate change35, this
reputation ! or lack thereof ! may be about to change. With recent
progressive policies in Quebec and British Columbia, the "greenest"
provinces appear unwilling to wait for federal activity on the climate
change front. If momentum continues, this may incite a "follow the
leader" effect.

After the Kyoto Protocol fiasco, multilateral agreements on climate
change have more or less completely broken down. The JMM
process is obsolete, and the Canadian Council of Ministers of the
Environment no longer deals with greenhouse gas emissions.36 One
national climate change policy to please all of the provinces was not
deemed feasible and intergovernmental relations were severely
damaged due to unilateral federal government actions. This led to a
transition from multilateral to bilateral agreements with the federal
government. These types of agreements have tended to contain no
formal commitment, but rather commit the governments to "'pursue
cooperation' and 'ensure consistency between actions to maximize
synergies and decrease duplication.'"37 They do, however, provide
the necessary framework for cost-sharing projects through the
Climate Change Partnership Fund. The combination of the Harper
government's willingness to open the public purse for partnerships
with the provinces on climate change projects and recent provincial
leadership moves suggests that a turning point in Canadian climate
change trends may be forthcoming.

REACHING OUR POTENTIAL: RECOMMENDATIONS

The European Union system of governance is often compared to a
federal system, and for this reason it merits a brief examination on the
basis of 'what could be' in Canada. The key juncture where the
federal system in Canada and the multi-level system of governance of
the EU diverge is the use of competition or veto power by sub-
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governments. In the EU, the system has created competition
between countries to show leadership on certain issues, for example
Germany and the Nordic countries on the environment.38 Though in
the past the Canadian provinces have chosen the opposite approach,
allowing their veto power to be used to bring policies down to "lowest
common denominator" status or by blocking action altogether, there
may be the potential for engaging in upward competition as the EU
states have done historically. Canada has "pusher" provinces,
namely Quebec and British Columbia, that have the potential to
promote their best practices nationally and encourage
environmentally-responsible action. Here lies an opportunity for
Canada to reverse the "race-to-the-bottom" scheme it has traditionally
followed and begin the upward competition to sustainability ! though
Alberta and Ontario may resist.

Canada lacks the "burden-sharing" culture that permeates the EU,
meaning that each state is only expected to contribute to the Kyoto
goal as much as their specific situation permits39 ! thus some states
have reduced emissions drastically (Britain and Germany), while
others are permitted to continue increasing emissions (Greece and
Spain). Such an idea would be considered preposterous, unfair and
economically disastrous to the provinces that may choose to
undertake higher reduction rates, as Canada does not value the
collective as much as the individual jurisdiction. Though such a
change in attitude and national culture cannot be expected, a return
to the competitive environment which pushed many important
environmental policies forward in the 1980s is plausible.

More collaborative relationships between the federal and provincial
governments will need to be fostered in the long-term, in order to
allow for more progressive change and national coordination of
climate change policy in Canada. This may be accomplished by re-
instituting the JMM or creating a new environmental institution that
would bring together Ministers or other provincial representatives on
issues relating to the health of the Canadian environment. This would
have to be accomplished with the understanding that the Prime
Minister is committed to addressing the concerns of the provinces on
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climate change mitigation and adaptation strategies, and that past
mistakes made by past Prime Ministers will not be replicated.

Recommendations to help the provinces engage in upward
competition must be primarily focused on federal spending power.
Due to the current fragile nature of intergovernmental relations, any
more unilateral decision-making on the part of the federal government
will only serve to deepen the chasm that has developed between
Ottawa and the provinces. The federal government should continue
to encourage bilateral agreements and to extend the funding carrot as
a means of constructing bridges over this chasm, improving
communications and building a stronger relationship. This may
encourage internal competition for federal funding under the Climate
Change Partnership Fund.40 In order to advance a general national
framework, the government could attach minimal conditions to the
funding thus ensuring support for a broad national standard.

In sum, collaborative federalism in Canada has failed to produce
the results necessary to curb emissions. In fact, it has blocked any
substantive action on the climate change file until now. A return to a
more competitive form of federalism, one similar in nature to the EU,
may have a prosperous future. If the federal government is able to
capitalize on the recent leadership exhibited in British Columbia and
maintained by Quebec, as well as the strong public concern of
Canadians, it maybe able to encourage provincial action through
competition for federal funds. With the unfortunate backdrop of
confrontational relations between governments on this file, the ball is
in the provincial court ! and the only role for the federal government
will be to supply the tools necessary for a winning strategy.
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Environmental Governance in Canada: An
Examination of the Role of Regulation and the
Implementation and Enforcement of CEPA 1999

Laura Smallwood

INTRODUCTION

The environment is the foundation of human health and
prosperity; it provides air, food, water, shelter and the materials

that form the basis of the global economy. It is also a common
resource that everyone has to share. There are a variety of actors
who use environmental resources for their own unique purposes
and many factors that influence the quality of the environment.
Considering these competing forces, environmental regulation has
an essential function in ensuring that one person's use of a
common resource does not take away from another's ability to
enjoy or benefit from it. It is therefore one of the fundamental
responsibilities of a democratic government to provide protection
to prevent the 'tragedy of the commons'; and with increased
international interest in Canada's abundant natural resources,
government regulation is also required for protection from the
mounting pressure of globalization.1

When it comes to regulation in the environmental sector, decision-
makers have to balance the public health and welfare of current and
future generations against the economic interests that are key to
Canada's competitiveness and growing economy. Although Canada
has achieved many accomplishments with respect to environmental
regulation, notably in manufacturing processes and water pollution, it
is felt by many that regulations are not keeping up with the expanding
industry sector, resulting in increasing environmental degradation.2
Therefore, the question is; will the current environmental regulatory
processes established be effective in safeguarding the environment
for Canadians now and in the future? This paper will explore the main
types of regulation and stakeholders involved in the environmental
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regulatory process in Canada to provide context for an in-depth look
at the 1999 Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA) and some
of the challenges it currently faces. Ultimately, some key
recommendations for improving on the established framework will be
provided.

THE PURPOSE OF REGULATION

Regulation is an important aspect of democratic governance, an
extension of the authority that resides in a representative state. As
Pal, 2006 states, "regulation draws on the most fundamental resource
a government has, its capacity to command and forbid."3 It is often
used in combination with other instruments, such as voluntary
standards and taxation, to achieve public policy objectives and it plays
a role in virtually every aspect of our lives. The key functions of
regulation are information gathering, standard setting, and behaviour
modification. The effectiveness of regulation, in large part, depends
on the legitimacy of the state and its capacity and willingness to
effectively sanction disobedience. Although regulation can be a
powerful tool for obtaining desired results, most democratic
governments tend to only use regulation when it needs to achieve
specific outcomes that are not attainable by less intrusive public policy
instruments or market mechanisms. This is due to the fact that
regulations are often costly and time consuming for both the
government and those being regulated to administer, and over use
can result in negative consequences on the economy and the
government's legitimacy.4

Regulation in Canada has undergone numerous changes
throughout history. Although Canada has experienced a general
preference for more strict regulatory approaches, in the 1990s the
government began increasing its reliance on voluntary measures and
market-based approaches. There has been a recent reversion to
more formal and strict regulatory measures as, perhaps, the product
of the recent regulatory failures affecting the blood supply, food safety,
energy supply, water and air quality, and food and drug and product
safety.5 There is also evidence that voluntary approaches are not
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providing the results they were intended to achieve.6

ENVIRONMENT AND REGULATION

When it comes to the protection of the environment, the necessity
of regulation is clear; governments can be seen to have a "duty of
care" to protect its citizenry from the actions of business and individual
self-interest.7 In this respect, environmental regulation can be
considered public good regulation, which is defined as "an activity that
involves government acting as representative and guardian of the
public interest."8 However, despite numerous regulations and some
positive achievements, many human industrial processes continue to
degrade the environment, resulting in significant negative impacts on
human health in Canada.9

The rise in global and transboundary issues are adding complexity
to the issue of government stewardship over the environment;
requiring the government to act not only to protect the interest of its
own citizens but also the global community. Canada is intricately
linked to other countries around the globe economically,
environmentally and socially. While global and regional
environmental problems impact on Canada's vast geography
(e.g., ozone depletion, persistent organic pollutants, climate change),
Canada also has a responsibility to reduce its contributions to these
problems.10

Canada is party to a large number of international environmental
agreements as well as numerous informal information sharing
arrangements.11 Although there are common commitments and goals
and actions are often based on the same scientific evidence, each
individual country regulates in its own fashion. The choice of
regulatory approach and instrument is a product of the variety of
considerations that go into regulatory decision-making and is
reflective of each country's unique tolerance for risk.12
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REGULATORY INSTRUMENTS

Regulation can be viewed in a broader context as a suite of policy
instruments that governments use to modify behaviour in order to
achieve public policy goals. The Canadian Environmental Law
Association provides a helpful delineation of regulation by articulating
two separate types; "small 'r' regulation" and "capital 'R' regulation."
In this demarcation, "small 'r' regulation" describes all policy
instruments with a coercive or compulsive aspect, i.e. certain
economic instruments, information provision, and reporting
requirements. The "capital 'R' regulation", which is narrower in scope,
can be used to describe laws and regulations requiring or prohibiting
certain behaviour and are enforced by sanction or penalties.13 Below
is a discussion of some of the most important and commonly used
regulatory tools in Canada; strict regulation, voluntary initiatives, and
information.

"Strict" Regulation

Strict regulation is that which is based on statute, enforceable by
law or sanction, and has historically been the dominant regulatory
approach in Canada. Some of the critiques of strict regulation are that
it is considered burdensome and costly by business and industry, it
decreases international competitiveness, it is expensive and time
consuming to administer, and it is hard to coordinate across sectoral
and territorial boundaries.14 Aware of these deficiencies, the
Canadian government has continually attempted to improve the
regulatory system, demonstrated through the government-lead "smart
regulation" and "streamlining regulation" initiatives over the past
decade. Indeed, there have been some significant improvements in
the Canadian regulatory environment, for example, the movement
toward setting performance targets in regulation rather than
attempting to prescribe how industry should achieve particular
outcomes.15 As well, strict regulations are increasingly used in
conjunction with other tools and approaches to provide flexibility while
providing the necessary threat if obligations are not met.
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Traditional "strict" regulation in the context of environmental
protection has a good track record of compelling performance, that is
of course when it is actually implemented and complimented with a
credible threat of enforcement.16 For many industries, such as pulp-
manufacturing mills and oil brines, studies have shown that steadily
tightening regulatory standards have been crucial for raising
environmental performance.17 A 1995 study by Porter and Van der
Linde suggests that strict, upstream, preventive regulation tends to
promote real innovation and reduce costs.18 Furthermore, strict
environmental regulation enjoys wide public support,19 as the public
tends to trust regulatory agencies to act in their best interests ! even
though they are often critical of implementation practices.20

Voluntary Approaches

Voluntary approaches are comprised of agreements between
groups, such as industry associations and the government, to achieve
environmental goals such as emission reduction or pollution
prevention. The government often has a role to help industry
associations to develop their voluntary codes of conduct.21 Voluntary
approaches enjoyed a period of popularity from around 1991 until
recently, due to the perception of such initiatives as an economically
efficient means of achieving results. They were particularly well-
received by industry and government alike as these approaches were
perceived to have a variety of benefits over strict regulation, including
increased flexibility, reduced administrative and financial burdens, and
the encouragement of stakeholder collaboration.22 These
agreements are consent based and non-legislatively required allowing
for innovation and flexibility and affording the government the
opportunity to focus its compliance and enforcement resources on
areas where they are most needed.23 And indeed, there are several
factors that could potentially prompt a firm to voluntarily adhere to
these agreements.24

However, despite the noted benefits of voluntary approaches, their
lack of demonstrated success when used in isolation has called into
question their usefulness.25 As Gibson states, "pure volunteerism is
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rare…many of the most effective voluntary initiatives are driven by
motivations that rest on the law ! on the indirect effects of existing
legal obligations, or on the desire to avoid additional mandatory
requirements."26 It has been found that even the threat of regulation
can be a greater motivator than non-binding agreements.27 With
mounting evidence of the inadequacy of the tool on its own, even
proponents of voluntary initiatives accept that voluntary programs
cannot work unless accompanied by framework of regulatory and
supportive policy tools.28

Information

Information, while not exactly a regulatory tool, can be an effective
support of the persuasive and coercive aspects of regulation. The old
adage that "knowledge is power" is never truer than when applied to
the context of regulation. Although knowledge comes from a variety
of sources, the government is often seen to have a duty to provide a
comprehensive source of information that people can trust. Although
information is seemingly everywhere, there is also a lot of
misinformation and incomplete information that can be easily
misinterpreted. When important issues, such as those of human
health, are misinterpreted, it can result in unnecessary fear which then
can lead to vulnerability and exploitation.29 The responsibility of the
government to gather and provide information is only expected to
grow considering to the escalating importance placed on
accountability, transparency and increased public participation in
modern governance.30

In the context of the environment, scientific information, in
particular, is crucial as it is the foundation on which decisions are
made, risks are assessed, stakeholders contribute, and progress and
deficits are monitored. It can alert the public and government to new
issues and can also be used to assess if existing approaches to
environmental regulation are effective. Accurate and plentiful
scientific information is also crucial to the efficacy of the regulatory
system, as it can be used to prompt new regulations or lessen
regulations in areas when necessary.31
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STAKEHOLDERS

At each stage of the regulatory process there are different
stakeholders that influence the regulatory framework and the
instruments that are used. It is, therefore, essential to be aware of the
interests of the stakeholders and the respective roles that they play in
the regulatory cycle. However, as the influences and interests of each
stakeholder can be exhaustive, this next section will provide a
necessarily brief depiction of each.

Government

The government has the role of creating and imposing regulations
and providing the legal mandate to the courts for enforcement. It is
the government's responsibility to assess risks and make decisions
that are reflective of the best interest of the public; this is not an easy
task but is achieved by balancing competing economic, environmental
and social interests, and listening to a wide variety of stakeholders. In
the area of environmental regulation the government often struggles
with its dual mandate to support both environmental and economic
interests and being mindful of public perception. Public perceptions
of health and environment issues can have a particularly strong role
in regulation, as some regulations are based on both actual and
perceived risk.32

Public

The role of the public in regulation is of increasing importance as it
is intertwined with the growing demands for more efficient, fair and
participatory forms of governance.33 The public has a role in exerting
pressure on the government to act in areas of importance to
Canadians and to hold government to account for their action or
inaction. The public can be very unforgiving in the event of regulatory
failures, as was demonstrated in the 2000 Walkerton tainted water
scandal.34 The public can also provide a key source of information to
the government and their inclusion in the regulatory process can
affect greater adherence to regulations in the public domain. Although
Canada has not enjoyed a good track record of public consultation in
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the past,35 renewed efforts have been put forth in increasing
consultation and public engagement in the regulatory process to take
advantage of these benefits.

Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs)

Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) serve an essential
"watchdog" function by keeping informed on the issues and lobbying
government and industry to take action. They also have a role in
producing and synthesizing information to enhance public awareness.
When armed with information and scientific evidence, they can play a
very important role in exacting pressure on business36 and bringing
their perspectives to bear in stakeholder meetings on regulations.
When properly funded, they can effectively act as a voice for the
public and the environment, performing a critical function in improving
the environmental regulatory system in Canada.

Scientists

Scientists provide the basic research and facts that have a great
influence on regulatory decision-making. Science is of course not the
only information that comes to bear on decisions, however it tends to
hold considerable weight and a perception of neutrality in what can be
a fairly biased process. Although science always has a level of
uncertainty, and it can be hard to ascertain how much scientific
evidence is enough, scientific information provides a baseline of
information upon which all stakeholders can engage in the regulatory
process.

Corporations

Corporations can exert a strong influence on the regulatory sector,
especially when they are represented by industry groups. These
stakeholders are typically the most affected by environmental
regulations and so spend a lot of money and effort on consultations
and lobbying. To avoid increasing regulation, big business and
industry can be very persuasive to government; highlighting their
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pivotal role in Canada's economic prosperity and with threats of
relocating elsewhere where environmental regulations are more
relaxed. These stakeholders tend to favour voluntary initiatives, which
afford the greatest amount of discretion; that is, except in instances
where strict regulations protect their competitive position.37

When deciding on whether or not to comply with a regulation,
businesses have to weigh a variety of different concerns, all of which
directly or indirectly affect their bottom line: the cost of compliance, the
cost of non-compliance, and shareholder perspectives. This places
emphasis on the importance of enforcement of regulations, adding
greater weight to the cost of non-compliance in that decision-making
process.

Increasingly, international corporations are playing a more central
role in the regulatory debate in Canada, as they have an interest in
Canada's natural resource and industry sector. They can put
pressure on the Canadian government to keep regulations low to
permit trade and to prevent the movement of Canadian companies to
countries with lower regulatory standards. In fact, certain stipulations
in the North American Free Trade Agreement require that
environmental regulations are not put in place if they act as a barrier
to trade. On the other hand, international trade can also act to
effectively heighten standards in Canada where the trading partners
have higher regulatory standards than those in Canada, such as
those in the United Kingdom.38

All of these actors play an important part in environmental
regulation and impact the environmental regulatory framework in
Canada. With these actors and regulatory instruments in mind, the
remainder of this paper will focus on Canada's primary environmental
regulatory framework, the Canadian Environmental Protection Act,
1999. It will do so by describing the legislation and the pervasive
challenges to its effectiveness.
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CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT

The Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999 (CEPA 1999) is
the legislation governing pollution prevention and protection of the
environment in Canada. The first version of the Act was enacted in
1988, however, after its second review it was given an overhaul which
resulted in CEPA 1999; a document which is approximately five times
the length of the original and includes several new federal authorities.
It also incorporates concepts such as sustainable development and
the precautionary principle, which had not traditionally been applied to
chemicals management.39 The Act is considered to be relatively
progressive due to its inclusion of the precautionary and polluter pays
principles and its focus on outcomes instead of strict rules of
implementation, allowing for more flexible and innovative approaches
to pollution prevention.40

CEPA 1999 is administered by the Minister of the Environment;
however both the Minister of the Environment and the Minister of
Health are jointly responsible for assessing and managing the risks
associated with toxic substances. The Act is governed by nine
guiding principles41 and is focused on the prevention and
management of risks posed by toxic and other harmful substances. It
also manages environmental and human health impacts of the
products of biotechnology, marine pollution, disposal at sea, vehicle,
engine and equipment emissions, fuels, hazardous wastes,
environmental emergencies and other sources of pollution.42

CEPA 1999 works in conjunction with other federal Acts
administered by the Minister of the Environment on behalf of other
departments, such as the Fisheries Act, the Canada Water Act,
Species at Risk Act, the Canada Wildlife Act, the Migratory Birds
Convention Act (1994), the Wild Animal and Plant Protection and
Regulation of International and Interprovincial Trade Act, and the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act. There are also a number
of other specialized Acts pertaining to the environment administered
by other federal departments and other levels of government with
which CEPA must coordinate. This coordination is an important and
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challenging aspect of environmental regulation as each level of
government has different responsibilities and uses unique regulatory
instruments to protect the environment.43

CEPA 1999 has an environmental management process which
centres around four key activities: research and monitoring, risk
assessment, risk management, and compliance promotion and
enforcement (see Figure 1). Each stage of the process includes
information exchange in the form of stakeholder engagement and
reporting on progress.44 The National Pollution Release Inventory
(NPRI) provides an important source of information regarding the
release of toxic substances into the environment. Reporting to the
NPRI is mandatory, with sanctions for non-compliance.45

CEPA 1999 is still relatively new and will need time to demonstrate
how and if it is working to achieve its intended outcomes. However, it
is important to assess the effectiveness of this regulation and
challenges it encounters so that issues can be addressed early on.
Currently, CEPA undergoes a review every five years, with the most
recent review completed in April 2007 by the Standing Committee on
Environment and Sustainable Development (SCESD). This review
was predicated by a public consultation held in 2004. Several of the
key challenges outlined below were identified through these review
and consultation processes.

CHALLENGES

Understanding that CEPA 1999 is still "young" and has yet to be
fully implemented, there are still some challenges that can and should
be addressed immediately to strengthen the effectiveness of this
Act.47

[E]missions of pollutants are increasing rather than decreasing,
there is but one provincial equivalency agreement, and the
virtual elimination provisions have yet to be implemented, even
a cursory examination would suggest that at least some of the
basic objectives of the Act are simply not being met. 48
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Government of Canada Understanding, Support, and Influence

Perhaps the most basic, and yet important, challenge to the
effectiveness of CEPA 1999 is derived from the lack of shared
perspective of the role
of CEPA; both within
the government and
externally. While some
perceive the Act as a
'safety net' in case other
regulations fail, others
see it as an overarching
national legislation, a
foundation that supports
other regulations across
jurisdictions.49 Given
that many authorities under CEPA 1999 have rarely, if ever, been
used,50 it is not clear what the federal government believes is the
appropriate role for CEPA 1999.51

The increasing distrust of government and the role of globalisation
in increasing the power of markets have resulted in the Canadian
government preferring to rely on market mechanisms and being more
hesitant to use regulatory authority.52 As underscored by Harrison et
al., "...Canadian regulators [have been] more inclined to negotiate
agreements with polluters and less inclined to pursue adversarial
enforcement. Threats of regulation thus may carry less weight in
Canada than the US."53

The increased influence of business has also become evident in
the "smart regulation" initiative, which requires that regulations
consider both environmental and economic issues equally and
provides opportunity for business to exact considerable influence on
regulation. The inherent problems with this are aptly summarized by
the Canadian Environmental Law Association:

While competitiveness and innovation are government policies
or priorities, Environment Canada and Health Canada's
environmental protection role is the law, set by Parliament, and
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should not be pitted against an economic growth agenda.
Government functions and responsibilities are too complex and
onerous to justify pitting - or "balancing" - innovation and
competitiveness against the need to protect environment and
human health.54

Another barrier to the effective implementation of CEPA 1999 is the
lack of federal funds dedicated to supporting the process.55 The lack
of necessary funds for implementation calls into question the
government's dedication to the success of the Act. CEPA 1999 also
gives the federal government considerable discretion in the area of
risk management and decision-making. For example, industry is
required to submit specified information on new substances for the
Ministers to assess and determine if the substance is toxic or capable
of becoming toxic under the Act. Decisions are therefore based on
how much and what kind of information is required, what is actually
provided by industry, and the subjective definition that government
sets as "unacceptable risk."56 The power ultimately lies in the hands
of the Minister who has a wide variety of sometimes conflicting
priorities.

Implementation

Pollution prevention is the raison d'être of CEPA 1999, and yet it
lacks the dedicated effort that is required to implement it. There
appears to be no clear concept of what the term means, making it
possible under the Act to define any measure to decrease pollution as
pollution prevention, including end-of-pipe control.57 With a scope so
broad, what is considered pollution prevention becomes extremely
discretionary, and although there are many authorities given under
CEPA 1999, they have been very little used. Even with the relative
youth of this Act, there are obvious barriers to implementation, which
may be arising from either a government culture that is adverse to the
use of heavy-handed regulatory instruments, or a weakness of or
unfamiliarity with the regulatory framework and/or tools being used.
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Enforcement

Enforcement is an essential aspect of the regulatory process, as it
provides the primary motivation for organizations or individuals to act
in the public interest:

The capacity to enforce a standard (in addition to the capacity
to justify it, monitor and report on performance, and adapt to
changing circumstances) will determine whether regulatees
comply with standards, and whether citizens are protected from
hazards.58

Enforcement is needed to level the playing field between those that
do not comply with the law and those who do; for those who do not
comply undermine the rest of the sector and the legitimacy of the
regulation as a whole.59 As stated earlier, enforcement, along with
incentives, factor greatly into the decision-making process of
organizations when deciding whether or not to comply with a
regulation.

The public consultation on CEPA 1999 revealed that the public
feels that overall the enforcement provisions in the Act are
comprehensive and flexible and allow for an appropriate range of
enforcement actions and penalties. However, it was also felt that
these powers should be used much more frequently and consistently,
and that information on enforcement efforts must be made publicly
available.60 The assessment of the effectiveness of CEPAs
enforcement capacity is extremely limited as there is no system for
analysis of enforcement efforts. Current statistics demonstrate that
there have been only 101 compliance orders given between 1998 and
2005 (with 100 of those being administered in 2004-5), and since
1998 there have only been 34 convictions, despite the 38 different
regulations. While these statistics could possibly reflect a lack of
implementation and enforcement of CEPA regulations, they could
equally reflect a strong willingness to comply. Without solid analysis
of the enforcement and compliance within CEPA 1999, these kinds of
statistics are virtually meaningless.61
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Coordination

One of the stated goals of CEPA 1999 is to promote coordinated
action across Canada; which includes internal departmental
coordination, interdepartmental coordination and interjurisdictional
coordination. This is a challenging task that has met with limited
success. Environment Canada attributed this shortcoming to the lack
of a strategic plan between departments, due in part to a lack of
resources.62 One tool established to promote coordination across
government jurisdictions are equivalency agreements, under which
CEPA 1999 regulations do not to apply in a Canadian jurisdiction that
has laws with equivalent provisions. However, since the inception of
CEPA 1988 only one equivalency agreement has been signed,
providing a strong indication that the goal of coordination is not being
achieved. One of the perceived barriers to the use of such
agreements lies in the term "equivalent provisions", as it can easily be
interpreted as meaning similar regulatory frameworks. However,
other jurisdictions, such as the provinces, use different regulatory
systems (such as permitting) to achieve similar policy goals, which
would then not be considered equivalent.63

Monitoring

The monitoring, reporting, and communication of information on
pollution and the environment has declined over the past decade. In
the years 1991 and 1996, the government produced comprehensive
large volume publications on the state of Canada's environment,
however since then reports on environment have become more
regional and ad hoc, and attempts at broader national efforts are in
decline. The goals for the two large volume reports were to provide
"timely, accurate, and accessible environmental information,
integrated with socioeconomic factors, to improve decision-making
and support progress towards sustainability."64 The current chemical
information source, the NPRI, is an important source of information
regarding the release of toxic substances into the environment,
however it does not include any analysis or consideration of broader
socio-economic factors. The NPRI is also considered to be
incomplete and very difficult to interpret over time and geographic
region.65
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Science Capacity

Currently there are many gaps in the knowledge base regarding
the toxicity of chemicals and Canadians' exposure to them. Exposure
assessments are limited as a result of the lack of biomonitoring
studies, the difficulty in analysis of the NPRI, and a lack of information
regarding the effects of complex mixtures of chemicals and their long-
term chronic effects.66 These limitations complicate an already
complex issue, as even with the best science, standards are hard to
set due to uncertainty over what the allowable limits of many toxic
substances might be and the problem of attribution of toxins in the
environment to a specific company or process.67

Even with the complexity of the use of scientific information, overall
it can be safely stated that the more scientific information available the
more likely regulations will be willingly accepted and adhered to.
CEPA 1999 is thus challenged by the broader issue of decreasing
funding for regulation and science labs. Environment Canada is a
science-based department which is constantly being faced with
pressures including; "a dramatically expanding mandate, public
awareness of and support for solutions to environmental problems,
budget and capacity cuts of 30% since the mid-1990s, and constantly
changing political leadership (twenty ministers in twenty-two years)."68
Although CEPA 1999 stipulates that important data collection and
analysis functions are performed and paid for by those interested in
importing, manufacturing or using a substance or product, it is
important that government retains sufficient scientific capacity to verify
the accuracy of the data and hold inquiries when necessary.69

Public Engagement

Consultation with stakeholders provides an avenue through which
the government can obtain information and a variety of perspectives
on what goes into CEPA regulations, their implementation, and
enforcement. The Act has provisions to promote public participation
through information sharing and public consultation, both of which are
announced through the Canada Gazette. However, the Canada
Gazette process represents a "minimal requirement" of ensuring
transparency, and is one that not all people are aware of. The lack of
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engagement of the public is evidenced, in particular, by the fact that
there have been very few public applications for investigations or
public environmental protection actions. Although barriers to
increased public participation have not been formally examined, it has
been suggested that the requirements to proceed with environmental
protection actions are too onerous for everyday citizens.70 More
should be done to incorporate the public in the CEPA 1999 regulatory
processes.71

OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT

From each of the challenges identified comes an opportunity for
the betterment of Canada's environmental regulatory system. Both
the 2004 public consultation and 2007 CEPA 1999 review indicated
that a drastic overhaul of CEPA 1999 is not only unnecessary, but
would be counterproductive to the achievements that have been
made.72 Many of the components of CEPA 1999 make for a top-notch
environmental regulatory system, however its current failings seem to
be primarily due to implementation and enforcement failures. Listed
below are recommendations for the betterment of CEPA 1999:

• Government Support ! There needs to be a common
understanding of the role of CEPA as either a safety net or a
national framework and a clear statement of the dedication to
environmental concerns over economic considerations. The
government needs to include other actors in the risk
assessment process to limit the Minister's considerable
discretion. Funds dedicated to implementation and
coordination efforts under CEPA need to be increased.

• Implementation and Enforcement ! A common understanding
of what specifically constitutes "pollution prevention" is
required and a system to analyse the implementation and
enforcement of CEPA 1999 needs to be introduced. As well,
the willingness and the capacity of Environment Canada to
enforce CEPA 1999 regulations needs to be assessed and
potentially addressed.

• Coordination ! An evaluation of the equivalency agreements
needs to be performed, including recommendations for
making them more useful. A comprehensive evaluation of
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how CEPA 1999 interacts with environmental regulations in
other jurisdictions will need to be performed.

• Monitoring ! There needs to be a re-implementation of the
"large volume publications on the state of Canada's
environment" on a five-year cycle that correlates with CEPA's
review.

• Science Capacity ! Funding needs to increase for
environmental assessments where CEPA regulations have
been enacted and also for government science labs that
perform verification and monitoring activities. International
arrangements to share information on toxic substances need
to be sought by the government.

• Stakeholder Engagement ! Information on all regulated
substances and those for review should be made available
on the CEPA website. Efforts should be made to increase
awareness of CEPA 1999 and the avenues available for
public engagement. A review of the barriers to public use of
the public investigations and environmental protection
actions needs to be conducted.

CONCLUSIONS

Environmental regulation is a multifaceted and challenging field,
and it is one where Canadians rely on the government to do well. The
numerous actors involved and variety of regulatory instruments that
can be used makes the Canadian environmental regulatory
framework complex, but also positions it to be representative and
effective. While the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999
represents an Act that reflects many of the lessons learned in
environmental regulation over the past half century, there are still
some key challenges that must be overcome in order for it to achieve
its potential to be a world class environmental regulatory framework.
In order to be successful, the government must fully accept its
responsibility and authority in being custodian of public goods and
facilitate the changes that will enable CEPA 1999 to fulfill its mandate
in protecting the environment in Canada, now and in the future.
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